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ABSTRACT 
GAP analysis has been successfuUy used to predict the biodiversity and develop 
conservation priorities on land on a broad scale since 1987. Its apphcation to aquatic 
ecosystems started in New York in 1995 on a watershed scale and in Missouri in 1997 
on a statewide scale. No complete standard method is currently in use. 
This project attempted to apply GAP analysis to the eight-digit hydrologic unit 
12090205 of the Colorado River basin in central Texas to identify and prioritize 
opportunities for conserving fish biodiversity in the riverine ecosystems, and to 
demonstrate the feasibility of applying tiie GAP analysis approach to the aquatic 
ecosystem in Texas. 
The regular GAP analysis procedures were foUowed in the study. Sampled fish data 
were compiled and put into a customized Microsoft Access® relational database. The 
watershed-wide "known" distribution maps were produced by geographically linking 
each sample to the National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD) which allows the graphical 
display of sampUng locations, and spatially cross-referencing these data in a tabular 
format. The riverine ecosystems were classified into Valley Segment Types using 
ArcGIS® (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc). The eight variables for the 
classification were SLze, Size Discrepancy, Gradient, Valley Wall Interaction Points, 
FIow, Rocktype, Floodplain and Land Use/Land Cover. Additional auxiUary attributes, 
Lowland, SoU pH, Pool, Lake, Backwater, Gravelpits, Mouth and Sewage, were also 
assigned to each segment. Habitat affinities were compiled and extracted from a number 
of available sources. New habitat-affínity information was also generated from the 
samphng database in conjimction with the vaUey-segment datalayer. Habitat-affinity 
models were then created using Structured Query Language (SQL) and were used to 
predict species occurrence on valley segments for each species known to occur in the 
study area. Logistic-regression models also were developed and employed to predict of 
species occurrence for the purposes of references and comparison. The variables Water 
Quality, Land Use/Land Cover, Road/RaU Road and Dam were used to classify the 
vaUey segments to develop an index of environmental qualiíy for fish. The 
environmental quality index, the predicted fish biodiversity and tiie number of fish 
species of special concem (i.e., endemic to Texas, endangered/tiireatened and wath a 
state rank from S2 to S4) were combined to develop tiie conservation priority ranks for 
each segment. The segments with a prior conservation rank were caUbrated with the 
current conservation status and feasibihty. 
The results show that I) the segments with high environmental quality are in Barton 
Creek, in the upper portion of Onion Creek and in the Balcones Canyonlands; 2) 
predicted fish diversity is expected to be highest in midsized streams; and 3) three 
groups of segments were identified as candidate conservation sites. They are i) the lower 
portion of Barton Creek, ii) the group of segments including three segments of Colorado 
River, Coldwater Creek, and three adjacent segments, and iii) two lower segments of 
Onion Creek and two segments of Colorado River right downstream of the City of 
Austin. The segments with high conservation priority after calibration are in the second 
group, and they are the gap for conservation; 4) the GAP analysis approach used in this 
study was shown to be a feasible method for developing conservation priorities in 
central Texas. 
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Overview and Objectives 
Texas' freshwaters are inhabited by 45 families and 247 species of fishes (Hubbs 
et al. 1991). This is approximately 33% of all known freshwater species in the U.S. 
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) lists more tiian 20 of tiiose species as 
threatened or endangered. Nearly half of the native fish species in Texas' Southem 
Deserts ecoregion (west of the Pecos River) are threatened with extinction or are already 
extinct. Five species in Texas have become extinct and three other species have been 
extirpated from their ranges. Humans have introduced 18 non-native or exotic species in 
Texas. 
An intensive long-term study of the fishes of Texas compared the results of 
statewdde surveys of freshwater fishes in 1953 and 1986. These studies were conducted 
at the same sites using the same sampling methods. Results suggest that 20% of 
freshwater species need conservation efforts and that fish communities in many regions 
of Texas have become more similar to each other because of human impacts (Buzan 
1997). 
According to the American Fisheries Society's Endangered Species Committee, 
Texas is one of the most inhospitable places in the United States for fish species. The 
state has lost six species of fish since 1900 and four since 1980. In 1997, 25 fish species 
were on Texas' endangered and threatened list. Concem over the decline in freshwater 
fish species in the late I800s helped create Texas' first conservation institution—^tiie 
Ofifice of Fish Commissioner. 
However, because the Fish Commissioner had limited resources and authority, the 
office did Uttle to improve conditions for fish species. Instead, tiie Fish Commissioner 
attempted to compensate for the decline in native species by introducing European carp 
{Cyprinus carpio) to Texas. 
The decUnes in fish biodiversity (Ehrlich and WUson 1991) driven by 
anthropogenic alteration, fragmentation and loss of habitat (Wilson 1988) have 
prompted efforts aimed at developing of laws and policies for sound biodiversity 
conservation planning (Naveh and Lieberman 1994, Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 1995). 
Past approaches to dealing witfi tíie problem have included: 1) Single-
Species/Game-Species Management (with numerous success stories, but in some 
instances efforts worked to the detriment of native communities); 2) Clean Water Act 
(effectively dealing with major water-quality problems); and 3) Endangered Species Act 
(a necessary, but reactionary, costíy and divisive approach to conservation) (Meixler et 
al. 1999). 
What is needed is an objective and proactive approach to identifying and 
prioritizing where conservation efforts should be focused, including focusing on broader 
spatial scales and higher levels of biological organization. Problems associated with loss 
of habitat, hydrologic modifications, fragmentation, exotíc species, dismption of 
ecological processes should be addressed. 
The GAP approach 
Geographic information systems (GIS) are increasingly used in biodiversity 
conservation planning (Norton and WiUiams 1992, Tucker et al. 1997). GIS models that 
could reliably predict biotic assemblages from landscape attributes would be particularly 
valuable in regions where biological surveys have not been completed or would be 
difificult to accompUsh (e.g., Kirkpatrick and Brown 1994, Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 1995). 
The use of GIS models to predict biotic communities has primarily involved 
terrestrial environments (e.g., Scott et al. 1993, The Nature Conservancy 1994, 
Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 1995). Gap Analysis was developed in 1988 and quickly became 
the largest effort ever movmted to map the biological resources of the United States. The 
gap analysis approach (Scott et al. 1993) uses maps of vegetation and predicted animal 
distributions to locate centers of species richness outside areas currently managed for 
biodiversity protection. These are considered the "gaps" of Gap Analysis. They are 
assumed to be critical for the protection of biological resources. Far less attention has 
been paid to the development of models for the prediction of aquatic communities 
(Angermeier and Winston 1999) due primariîy to tíie difificulty in developing an analog 
for tíie Gap Analysis vegetation map tiiat is used to classify habitat types. Most of tíie 
existing aquatic habitat classification efforts are hierarchical (e.g., Frissell et al. 1986, 
Moyle and EUison 1991, Rosgen 1994; Angermeier and Schlosser 1995, Maxwell et al. 
1995, Higgins et al. 1998), have extensive data requirements (e.g., Ellison 1984, Bazata 
1991, Meador et al. 1993, Seelbach et al. 1997), vary in metíiods among flowing and 
standing waters, or are based on only a single landscape attribute (e.g., Lotspeich 1980, 
Aadland 1993). Thus, altíiough many elements of an aquatic GIS for conservation 
planning are available, no complete method is currently in use. 
Cvirrently, a single-watershed pilot in New York has developed initial methods 
and protocols for an aquatic GAP. A statewide project in Missouri to extend the 
methodology for large geographic regions is also developing. Several states (Ohio, 
South Dakota) have initiated aquatic GAP. By the time this thesis was f nished (August, 
2004), Ohio and the Great Lakes f nished a large part of their GAP programs. Texas has 
not started an aquatic GAP program. 
The purpose of this study is to use the GAP approach for local or state planning 
and management to identify and prioritize opportunities for conserving fish biodiversity 
in the riverine ecosystems of an 8-digit Hydrologic Unit (HU 12090205) of Texas. The 
study wiU focus on a macrohabitat scale. Seelbach et al. (1997) identified the stream 
vaUey segment as the basic ecological unit for streams. This unit is based on forest 
ecological theory regarding mapping ecological imits (Bames et al. 1982; Spies and 
Bames 1985; Rowe 1991; Rowe and Bames 1994), as well as on aquatíc ecological 
theory regarding zonation in streams (Sheldon 1968; Vannote et al. 1980). The length of 
a vaUey segment depends on the variabUity of the landscape and on sfream size, but it is 
generaUy between 5 and 30 km. The study will identify the valley segments appropriate 
for fish conservation and it will attempt to demonstirate the feasibility of applying the 
GAP analysis approach to the aquatic ecosystem in Texas. 
Study Area 
The HU 12090205 is an eight-digit watershed located in tíie Colorado River Basin 
of Centi-al Texas near tíie city of Austin (Figures 3,4). Fifty-tíiree percent of tíie study 
area is located in Travis County, 24% in Bumet, and 21% in Hays, 1.9% in Balanco, and 
the remaining in Llano. The HU is a transitional area between the two ecoregions of the 
Edwards Plateau and tfie Blackland Prairie. The larger westem portion is on the plateau, 
and tíie smaller eastem portion on tíie prairie. In the HU, tíie Colorado River flows 
through the canyons in the HiU Counti^ region until it issues from the Balcones 
Escarpment of Austin. Below Austin, the Colorado becomes a slow meandering river. 
The Highland Lakes, located on the Colorado in the HiU Country region, represent a 
unique series of reservoirs: Lake Marble Falls, Lake Travis, Lake Austin, and Town 
Lake. Barton Creek and Onion Creek are its two major tributaries with Barton Springs 
emerging from the edge of the Edwards Aquifer. The Balcones Canyonlands Refuge is 
in the central north of the HU. The average rainfall is 28-34 inches per year. The 
elevation ranges from 250 to 2000 feet. This is a great drop from the plateau to the 
prairie. The anntial temperature is 66-68 °F. The land use/Iand cover in the HU by area 
is forest, range, barren land, agriculture, urban/build up land, water and wetland. Ninety-
four fish species have been reported to occur in the Colorado River basin (TSNL, 2000). 
CHAPTIR II 
METHODOLOGY 
The software programs, ArcGIS® (ESRI), Microsoft Access® and SPSS® (SPSS 
Inc), were used in the study. AU geospatial data used in the study, unless otherwise 
stated, were from US Geological Survey (USGS). 
Map species known distributions 
SampUng data were coUected from the following sources: 
- Texas Memorial Museum of Science and History (TNHC), University of Texas at 
Austin; 
Texas Commission on Environmental quality (TCEQ); 
- Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA); 
- Water Resource Evaluation (WRE), City of Austin; 
- Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD); 
- Theses by Tihon, J.E. (1961) and Edwards, R.J. (1976), University of Texas at Austin; 
- Division of Fishes, Smithsonian National Museum of Natual History (NMNH); 
- lchthyology coUection, The University of Kansas; 
- Nonindigenous Aquatic Species Database, USGS; 
- Texas Water Commission (TWC); 
- Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC); 
- Texas Cooperative Wildlife CoUection (TCWC) fish coUection, Texas A & M 
University. 
The fish data were compiled and entered into a customized Access relational 
database, HU8FISH. Each sample had four basic fields: species (may be more than 1 
species), locality, time, and coUectors. AU four fields of information were entered into an 
entity SAMPLE. The species was Unked to the entity SPECIES through an entity 
CATEGORY. The SPECIES stores the information of classification. The locality was 
geographically linked to the National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD) in the entity SITE 
which allowed sampling localities to be graphically displayed. Data were spatially cross-
referenced in a tabular format. The georeferencing was processed by overlaying the 
Digital Raster Graphics (DRG) with the NHD using ArcGIS. The Hydrologic Unit was 
used to generate the watershed-wide "known" distribution maps for all species. The 12-
digit HU boundary dataset was obtained from Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS), USDA The 8-digit HU boundary was created by merging the 12-digit HU 
dataset. Location description was very general, but allowed plotting either to within 1 
mile or within % mile 
Classifying ríverine ecosystems into valley segment types 
The ríverine ecosystems were classified into valley segment types according to 
Seelbach et al. (1997). Eight hydrogeomorphic variables were used to delineate valley 
segment types: 1) Stream Size, 2) Size Discrepancy, 3) Floodplain Reach, 4) Relative 
Gradient, 5) Valley Wall Interaction, 6) Flow, 7) Geology and 8) Land use/Iand cover. 
The pH of the soil was also assigned to each segment as an additional auxiliary 
factor. The basic procedures for processing Variables 1 through 5 followed those of the 
Missouri Resource Assessment Partnership (MoRAP, 2002). 
The main channel of the Colorado River was assigned the value '4', which is the 
class of Large River for Variable Stream Size. The Stream Size of all other segments 
were attributed according to the link number. The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for 
Floodpalin was the National Elevation Dataset (NED) files. The classes of Variable Flow 
of the orginal NHD file, 1 for perenial and 2 for intermmitten segments, were kept. The 
Geology dataset was classified into five classes: Shale, Limestone/Dolostone, Sandstone, 
Igneous Rock and Metamorphic Rock. The Land Use/Land Cover data layer was 
classified on Level I into seven categories in accordance with the Anderson land use 
codes. 
The Valley Segment Types were generated with the combination of the one to eight 
variables. For predicting purpose, five more additional auxiliary factors were attributed to 
each segment: Lowland (altitude< 200 meters, Georgieva 2003), Lake, Pool, Gravel pits 
and Backwater, Sewage, Soil pH, Mouth. The soil data were from NRCS State Soil 
Geographic (STATSGO) Data Base and the Soil pH variable was classified into three 
classes: pH > 7, pH close to 7 and pH < 7. The segments with Land Use/Land Cover as 
water (lulccode ^- 5) were assigned the attributes lulcno5 by manually looking at the 
dominant Land Use/Land Cover of their banks. The values of lulcno5 of other segments 
were their lulccode 
Documenting the general habitat affinities or requirements of each species 
Habitat descriptions were compiled from l'ishes of Missouri (Pflieger 1975), 
Fishbase (Froese and Pauly 2004), the Fishes of Ohio (Trautman 1981), Freshwater 
Fishes of Canada (Scott and Crossman 1973), Fishes of Wisconsin (Becker 1983), Fishes 
of Illinois (Smuh 1979), Fishes of Arkansas (Robison 1988), Biota Information System 
Of New Mexico (BISON, Klingel 2000), USGS Nonindigenous Aquatic Species (NAS, 
LISGS 2004), Fishes Found in the Freshwaters of Texas (1953), Freshwater Fishes of 
Texas (Chihon 1997) and Atlas of North American Freshwater Fishes (Lee et al. 1980). 
The pertinent habitat-affinity information was extracted from the compiled descriptions 
and then documented in a bulleted format. 
New habitat-affinity information was also generated from the sampling database in 
conjunction with the Valley-Segment datalayer. In the study area, all of the valley 
segments at which a given species has been coUected can be selected. A table of the 
Valley Segment Types was generated in which that species is likely to be found. The 
habitat-affinity information generated from these procedures was combined with the 
habitat-affinity information generated from the literature. 
Predicting and mapping species distributions 
The separate data processed or extracted from the above steps were used to predict 
and map the potential distribution of all species on a valley-segment by valley-segment 
basis. The assumption made in this step was that, provided suitable habitat for each 
species, it has the ability to populate stream segments within the watersheds in which it 
was known to occur. Two approaches were employed to make predictions of species 
occurrence. The first used habitat-affinity models and the second logistic regression 
models. 
In the first approach, the habitat-afifinity information was used to model valley 
segment types which provide suitable habitats for each species in the watershed in which 
they were knovm to occur. This model was then used to select all the segments in the 
watershed including those known to occur and known not to occur, and sampled or not 
sample segments. The model selected the segments predicted to have the species occur 
within each species' range limits. 
Two findings were used to predict the species occurrence. The first was that físh 
communities and stream habitat were related to bed-rock type. Factors in limestone 
(carbonate bedrock) streams, such as springs that discharge cool, stable-pH water 
throughout the year, provide favorable conditions for sensitive fish such as trout. 
However, valuable limestone farmland commonly is cultivated to the edge of the stream-
bank, leaving little or no riparían vegetation, which leads to increased temperature and 
sedimentation. Although freestone (noncarbonate bedrock) streams generally do not have 
a supply of cool spríng water, riparian vegetation along the stream-banks is favorable for 
fish habitat. Fish populations were heahhier in the three freestone streams than in the four 
limestone streams surveyed. Poor fish health in limestone streams appears to be caused 
more by the lack of riparian vegetation than by excess nutrients (Lindsey et al. 1998). The 
second was that riffles are the most common of turbulent fast water in low gradient 
(<3%) alluvial channels and are found in plane-bed, pool-riffle, regime, and braided 
reaches (Hauer and Lamberti 1996, Allen 1995, Hawkins et al. 1993). 
The assumptions used to make predictions using the habitat-affinity model were: 1) 
Streams in the urban areas have little or no riparian vegetation because shading 
vegetation is usually removed in urbanized areas. In urban areas, aquatic vegetation, 
which otherwise is a preference for some fish, is not a suitable habitat for them because 
of degradation resuhed from urbanization; 2) Streams draining the forested areas have the 
best water qulity; 3) No or little riparian vegetation along the banks of the streams in 
barren areas, and little aquatic vegetation in the water exist because of the non-protected 
sand or soil particles brought by the mnoff or wind. These resuh in high turbidity, poor 
sunlight, and not suitable for submerged aquatic vegetation to grow; and 4) The four 
dams on the Colorado River were considered to prevent the fish from moving or 
migrating upstream or downstream. Other dams' data from the BASIN of EPA were 
assumed to be small and not an obstmcter of the fish movement in this study. 
The habitat atfinity information, fíndings, and assumptions were then used to create 
a SQL prediction model In a SQL script, when Size Discrepancy was included for a 
Size 4 river, Variable Size Discrepancy was replaced with dsize. The dsize is the 
dovsTistream segment of a stream flowing to. 
In the second approach, the backward stepwise logistic regression was used. 
Variables were assumed to be independent. The requirement for a species to be selected 
to do the logistic regression model is 
min(Ns, Nns)>27 
where Ns: number of sampling segments of that species, 
Nns: number of non-sampling segments, 
min: the smaller number of Ns and Nns when both of them are greater than 27. 
This condition was set up to try to get a higher ratio (>= 3:1) of the cases and 
independent variables. The criteria value for entry into the model denoted by p was set to 
0.2 and that for removal PR 0.15 (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). The cutpoint probability 
(c) was determined using sensitivity and specificity plot (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). 
Least square (Wald) backward elimination stepwise logistic regression was used to 
generate the logistic regression model. The model was not tested for independent data 
due to the limited sampling data. When a variable caused numerical problems, it was 
removed from the model. The prediction results using the habitat-afifinity and the logistic 
regression were then compared. 
Developing conservation priorities 
The conservation indices were made only on the fine-scale of macrohabitat by 
VaUey Segment Type. Two conservation indices, physical conservation index 
(phyCnsIndx) and biological conservation index (bioCnsIndx), were deveoped in order to 
identify the conservation sites. The physical conservation index was used to make 
preliminary she selections based on the macrohabitat quality. Four variables were used to 
evaluate the macrohabitat quality: Water Quality, Land Use/Land Cover, Road/Railroad 
Closeness and Dam. The latter two variables reflect the hydrologic aherations. The cell-
based screening GIS model of Nonpoint Source PoUution Loads (Adamus and Bergman 
1995; Sanders et al. 1996) provided the basis for the water quality analysis. The mnofif 
coefificient (Table I) and the expected mean concentration (EMC, Table 2) were used in 
this study according to Adamus and Bergman (1995), Sanders et al. (1996) and Corbitt 
(1990). Eacli segment was assigned with pollutant scores by the seven pollutants from 1 
(low value) to 5 (high value) using equal interval classifícation. All pollutant scores for 
each segment were added together and reclassified to get a water-quahty score 
(scoreWQ) 1-5. 























































1. Source: Coibitt (1990), Adamus and Bergman (1995). 
2. LULC: Land use / land cover. 
3. Soil A, Soil B. Soil C, and Soil D: The hydrologic group for the soil. 









































































1. Source: Adamus and Bergman (1995), Sanders et al. (1996) and Coitoitt (1990). 
For the Land Use/Land Cover estimation, the percentage of each segment in each 
class of the seven classes (Level I) were calculated. The LULC Classes 1, 2 and 7 were 
classified based on five scores using natural break. The LULC Classes 3 and 4 combined 
were classified based on 15 scores (Table 3). The segments with LULC Class 5, which is 
10 
water, were not assigned LULC values. No segments pass through the wetland (LULC 6) 
and no LULC values were assigned for it. The sum of the values the fíve categories was 
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* Assimiption; Water quality in the Forest areas is the best, Range second, others close. 
The score of road/railroad density was calculated by the percentage of the stream 
segments within the 30-meter bufifer area and classified into five categories. The score 1 
was attributed to the segments with a dam, and 0 to those without. The dam data were 
from BASESfS (Better Assessment Science Integratíng point and Nonpoint Sources) of 
EPA. The final physical conservation index was calculated by the equation: 
phyCnsIndx = scoreWQ * 2 + ScoreLULC + road + Dam * 2. 
The biological conservation index was used to calibrate the physical conservation 
index to represent the biological conditions and refine the selection of the conservation 
sites. The species richness was estimated by using the total number of species predicted 
with the habitat-afifinities. The species richness was then classified into five categories 
and assigned scores from 1 to 5. The species of special concern (see Appendix B) include 
11 
the species endemic to Texas, threatened/endangered, and with state rank from S2 to S4 
(no species with state rank Sl occurred). There were two kinds of endemic species. The 
first was native to the study area, and the other was non-native. The segments having 
species of the second group received a score of I, and those having species of the first 
group 2. For the state-ranked species, the S2 species weighted 2, the S3 species 1, and the 
S4 0.5. All non-ranked and non-endemic species received a weight of 0, The score of 
species of special concem was then classifíed into five classes. The species richness score 
and the score of species of special concern were then added together to develop the 
biological conservation index (1-10). 
Both the physical index and the biological index were summed (1-15) and 
reclassified into fíve categories, this resuhed in the conservation indexes. The segments 
with high conservation indices have higher conservation priorities. The current 




The valley segment types of the riverine in the HU 12090205 
The classification of the stream segments using the eight variables is shown in 
Figures 4-11. The lower Onion Creek was classified as a small river, while Barton Creek 
was classified as a creek not as a river (Figure 5). There are seven categories of Size 
Discrepancy (Figure 6). The stieams with high gradient appear in the area where the 
Edwards Plateau drops down to the Blackland Prairie, west of the Austin urban area 
(Figure 7). The headwaters on the plateau tend to be steeper. The lower Onion Creek and 
the lowest Colorado River in the study area are more meanderous than the upper 
segments of the Colorado River above Austin (Figure 8). The former two flow through 
the flatter prairie. Most headwaters are intermittent (Figure 9). It was noted that the 
Onion Creek has mtemittent segments below the perennial. 
The bedrocks of most of the stream segments are limestone/dolostone (Figure 10). 
Streams with this type of bedrock receive much of their flow from large springs (Shafifer, 
1991). The hmestone (calcium carbonate) dissolved in the spring water provides for a 
stable pH. These factors make the conditions favorable for sensitive fish. Limestone 
streams are known for natiu-ally low numbers of fish species and high abundances of 
aquatic plants and invertebrate Ufe (Lmdsey et al. 1998). 
The segments with floodplain attribute usuaUy are the tributaries of reservoirs 
(Figure 11). The tributaries of the lower Onion Creek are also part of the floodplam and 
were located on the freestone (shale, igneous and sandstone) bedrock areas. Freestone 
streams tend to be fed from runofif; the flow and temperature in these streams is more 
variable (Lmdsey et al. 1998). Freestone streams also do not have as much dissolved 
calcium as the hmestone streams and are vulnerable to changes m pH. Stream segments 
flow through the urban and agricultural areas m the southeastem study area (Figure 12). 
Other than this area, more stream segments flow through forest than through range. 
The combmation of the eight variables generated 136 different types of valley segment in 
the stiidy area (Figure 13). The other additional auxiliary variables, includmg Lowland, 
Pool, Lake, Backwater, Sewage, Spring, soUpH, and Land Use/Land Cover with Water 
replaced by the bank's LULC of the segments are shown in Figure 14 -16. 
13 
The distribution of the fish in the HU 1209025 
The database 
Figure 1 shows the entity relationship diagram (ERD) between the entities (tables) 
of the database of the occurrence of all fish species coUected in the study area avaible 
from the listed sources. These entities shown in Figure 2 are SPECIES, CATEGORY, 
SAMPLE and SITE. Fields of these entities are defined in Appendix I. Parts of the fields 
are shown in Figure 2 There were 79 species found in the study area in total, belonging 
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Figure I. Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the fish database m the Hydrologic 



















The actual distribution maps 
One hundred stream segments were sampled in the study area (Figure 17). Seventy-
nine species were collected. The total species number by 12-digit HU (Figure 18) shows 
that the greatest number of species sampled in the 12-digh HU where the city of Austin is 
located and that some such 12-digit HUs as in the lower left comers did not have any 
species sampled. This phenomenon was caused by no effort in these HUs, as no sampling 
points occur in the sampling map. Most of the samples were collected in the main 
chaimel of Colorado River, Barton Creek or Onion Creek. The latter two are the principle 
tributaries. 
The ichthyofauna of the Colorado River is primarily transitional with an 
interminglmg of Eastem and Westem forms (TUton 1961). The HU 12090205 lies on the 
edge of the Texas Blackland Prairie and the Edwards Plateau. The fish fauna distribution 
in this HU demonstrates the transitional trends as weU. 
The southwestera range hmits ofAlosa chrysochloris, Notropis shumardi, Erimyzon 
sucetta apparently occur in the HU 12090205. Scartomyzon congestus, Notropis 
amabitis, Notropis buccula, Dionda episcopa, Campostoma anomalum, Micropterus 
trecuti, Etheostoma spectabile, and Etheostoma lepidum reach southem and eastem Umits 
m the drainage. Other species are wide ranging and, in general, characteristic of the larger 
rivers of the Mississippi drainage. 
Eighty-four percent of the species of the whole Coíorado River Basin were coUected 
m the HU 12090205. The reported total number of species known to occur in the 
Colorado River basm is 94 (TSNL 1996). The actual distribution of a species was 
mapped on the same map of the predicted distribution of that species and presented in 
Appendix C. 
Habitat afifmities 
The habitat afiSnities compiled and exlracted were documented in the bulleted 
format. They were Usted species by species after the actual distribution information. 
Predicting species occurrence 
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The SQL model used for making predictions of species occurrence was presented 
foUowing the habitat affinhies for that species. The predicted distribution of a species 
was mapped on the same map of the actual distribution of that species and was presented 
in Appendix C. 
Account of species 
Carcharhinidae - ground sharks 
1) Carcharhi ms isodon (Valenciermes) - finetooth shark (Figure 19) 
Only one finetooth shark was coUected in the Colorado in Austin in 1951. No 
reoccurrence after 1951. Because of its limhed occurrence, it is doubtfiil that a permanent 
population is present in the river above the estuary region (Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- ShaUow coastal waters close to shore to depths of 32.8 feet (10 m); 
- When surface water temperatures drop below 68°F (20°C) fmetooth sharks spend the 
winter months in the waters ofif the coast; 
- Feeds on smaU bony fishes and cephalopod. 
No prediction was made because of its hmited occurrence. 
Lepisosteidae - gars 
2) Lepisosteus oculatus (Winchell) - spotted gar (Figure 20) 
Spotted gars were coUected from five segments of the Colorado River and one segment 
of its dhect tributary. 
Habitat: 
- Occurs in quiet, clear pools and backwaters of lowland creeks, small to large rivers, 
oxbow lakes, swamps and sloughs. Occasionally enters brackish waters; 
- Less tolerant of turbidity than shortnose gar; 
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- Typically associated with aquatic vegetation or standing timber in clear water; 
- Spawn as early as April, in rapidly flowing water coming from a tract of flooded timber; 
- A voracious predator feeding on various kinds of fishes and cmstaceans; fiy feed on 
insect larvae and small cmstaceans; 90% of aduh diet is fish. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(gradient=l or (gradient=2 and (lake=l or pool>0))) 
and (lowland=l or (lowland=0 and lake=l)) 
and (not lulc_code=7 or (Iulc_code=7 and lake=l)) 
and (not (lulcno5=2 and rocktype=2)) and (not lulc_code=l) 
3) Lepisosteus osseus (Lirmaeus) - longnose gar (Figure 21) 
Longnose gars were coUected from 20 segments of the Colorado River or its direct 
tributary. 
Habitat: 
- Sluggish pools, backwaters, and oxbows along large, moderately clear streams; 
thrives in man-made impoundments; open water fish: Adults - larger, deeper pools; 
young - shaUow, weedy; 
- Spawning upstream movements into smaller and higher gradient streams; 
- Appear in most Texas rivers; 
- A voracious predator, feeding on various fishes and cmstaceans. 
Predictions SQL script: 
(size >=3 or (size <3 & (mouth=l or lake=l))) 
and (not (Ivilc=7 or lulc=l)) and 
(not (rocktype=2 and IulcN05=2)) 
Anguillidae - freshwater eels 
4) Anguilla rostrata (Lesueur) - American eel (Figure 22) 
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Three American eels were coUected in 2 segments of the Colorado River in 1948 and 
1957, respectively. Tom Miller Dam built in 1939 and Longhorn Dam in 1960 
undoubtedly restricts the upstream movements of this species. 
Habhat: 
- Catadromous species; 
- Inhabits moderate to large permanent streams, seeking muddy bottoms and stiU waters; 
Extremely tolerant to turbid waters; 
- During daylight hours it is found in deep pools about logs, boulders, or other cover. 
Predictions SQL script: 
size > 1 and belowLonghomDam=l 
The Longhom Dam was completed in 1960. The samples were taken before the 
completion of the Dam. 
Clupeidae - herrings & shads 
5) Alosa chrysochloris (Rafinesque) - skipjack herring (Figure 23) 
The coUection records of the skipjack herring were from the Colorado River in 1942 and 
1958. The occurrence reason might be correlated with the unusuaUy high volume of flow 
m the two years ( TUton 1961) 
Habitat: 
- Open waters of large rivers, often congregates in large numbers in the swift currents 
below dams; unable to get upstream either over or around the dams; 
- migrate both upstream and downstream in rivers; 
- Common in turbid river, the Mississippi; 
- More common if the channel deepened and turbidity reduced. 
Predictions SQL script: 
size>2 and beIowLonghomDam=l 
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The herring was collected from the segments above Longhom Dam before the dam 
completed 
6) Dorosoma cepediarmm (Lesueur) - gizzard shad (Figure 24) 
The gizzard shad is abundant, mainly found in the Colorado River and its direct 
tributaries. Fourty-seven segments were recorded to have this species occur. It is the most 
abundant species outside the family Cyprinidae (Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- In Texas found in all major streams and reservoirs; 
- Most abundant in reservoirs and large rivers; a variety of quiet-water habitats, including 
natural lowland lakes and ponds, man-made impoundments, and the pools and 
backwaters of streams; 
- Occurs in both extremely clear and extremely turbid waters, but prefers those where 
fertUity and productivity are high; 
- Avoids very small high gradient creeks and those that lack large, permanent pools; 
- Spawn in late spring, in shallow protected water; 
- Adhesive eggs attach to submerged objects; 
- A herbivorous filter-feeder almost entirely. 
Predictions SQL script: 
Iake=l or ((size>=3 and (gradient<3 or (gradient=3 and (Iake=l or backwater>0 or 
mouth=I or valw_3c>l)))) or (size<3 and dsize=4 and (mouth=I or floodp_cd=I or 
backwater>0))) and not (size=3 and lulc_code=7) 
7) Dorosoma petenense (Gunther) - threadfin shad (Figure 25) 
The threadfin shad is less abundant. It was also found in 28 segments m the Colorado 
River and its d -ect tributaries. 
Hábitat: 
- Pelagic, plankton-feedmg, filter-feeders; 
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- Rivers, reservoirs, moderate to large streams, rare in moderate and small streams; 
rippling the surface, usually found in the upper five feet of water; 
- Sensitive to temperature, die-ofifs below 45 °F (7.2 °C); more found in a noticeable 
current; others similar to Gizzard shad; 
- In Texas, common in all east Texas streams and introduced as a forage fish in many 
reservoirs statewide (was not found in the TPWD's stocking history); 
- Spawn in the spring when water temp reach approx. 70F (21C) and may continue into 
the summer; spawn over plants and other objects, or under bmsh and logs. 
Prediction SQL script: 
size>2 or (size<=2 and dsize=4 and 
(lake=l or pool>0 or backwater>0 or mouth=I)) 
Cyprinidae - miimows & carps 
8) Campostoma aríomalum (Rafinesque) - central stoneroUer (Figure 26) 
The central stoneroUer was found m 25 segments, mostly in creeks. Some specimen were 
coUected m other sizes of streams and rivers. 
Habitat: 
- Abundant in smaU, clear upland streams; 
- Small, clear streams with moderate to high gradient, weU-degined gravel, mbble or 
bedrock rififles, and permanent flow; occasionaUy in medium to large-size rivers; 
- RifiQes, short rocky pools where rififles and pools altemative in rapid succession. more 
tolerant of high turbidity than the largescale stoneroUer; 
- Tolerant of turbid, sUty waters; 
- Spawn in smaU streams of moderate and high gradients havmg sandy-gravel bottoms 
breeding individuals often found in pools adjacent to rififles. 
Prediction SQL script; 
size<4 and (gradient>l or (gradient=I and (lowland=0 or size>l))) and lake=0 
and (not (rocktype=2 and lulc_code=2)) and (flow=l or (flow=2 and pool>0)) 
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The tliree segments where this species was actually taken were not predicted use the 
habUat-atfinity model. They were probably occasional cases. 
9) CyprineUa lutrensis (Baird & Girard) - red shiner (Figure 27) 
The red shiner was taken from 16 segments. More segments of creeks or headwaters than 
thatof rivers. 
Habitat: 
- Sluggish low-gradient habitats, especially backwaters as well as rifiQe, creek mouths and 
medium-sized streams over a wide variety of bottom types; 
- Uncommon or absent in clear, high-gradient streams; avoids waters that are 
continuously clear or cool; 
= Tolerant of high turbidityies and siltation; 
- Replaced m the clear lowland tributaries of the large silty rivers by N. venustus; 
- Abundant in the relatively unstable streams of prairie and heavily farmed regions; 
- Range throughout Texas (a plains species); 
- Spawn over an extended period of time from spring uito faU months; spawn may occur 
on rififles, on or near submerged objects, over vegetation beds or in association with 
sunfish nests; 
- Feed on small invertebrates. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(gradient=l or (gradient>l and Iowland=l)) and 
(not IuIc_code=4 or (IuIc_code=4 and 
(gravelpits>0 or mouth=l or pool>0))) 
10) CyprineUa venusta Ghrard - blacktaU shiner (Figure 28) 
The blacktaU shiner was coUected from 44 segments all over the drainage. It was the 
most abundatn species in the Colorado River according to Tihon (1961), In the study 
drainage it is less frequent than some sunfishes and largemouth bass. 
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Habitat: 
Most common in sandy pools and mns of small to medium rivers; also occurs in creeks 
and rocky pools and runs; upland populations occur over substrates with more gravel 
and mbble; 
- Prefer flowing waters (unlike golden shiner); most abundant in areas with little 
vegetation, swift current, and gravelly bottoms; 
- Even though it prefers some current, it is also found in some upper valley 
impoundments; occurs in moderately clear to very turbid waters; 
Abundant, particularly in LA and TX, where often is numerically dominant species; 
- In Texas, unknown in the Panhandle; primarily found from the Edwards Plateau 
eastward. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(lowland=0 and (gradient=l or (gradient=2 and (pool>0 or lake=l)) or 
(gradient=3 and (luIc_code=3)))) or (Iowland=l and (gradient>l or (gradient=l and 
(not (lulc_code=4 or lulc_code=l or lulc_code=7) or ((lulc_code=4 or lulc_code=l) and 
(spring=l or (size>l and (pool>0) or (size=l and mouth=l)))))))) 
11) Dionda episcopa Ghard - roundnose miimow (Figure 29) 
The roundnose minnow occurred only m 3 segments. This mmnow is typically a fish of 
the clear spring areas west of the lower Colorado drainage, its population m the larger, 
more turbid river, is hmited (TUton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits rocky pools, sometimes mns, of headwaters, creeks and small rivers; 
- Often abundant m shallow, vegetated pools of clear, low gradient rivers and creeks; 
- Often among filamentous algae; 
- mass spawnmg occurred m about 25mm of water (17-18C); eggs heavy but 
nonadhesive, lodging in gravel of spring; 
Prediction SQL script: 
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size<4 and gradient=l and pool>0 and 2<lulcno5<7 
and (not (rocktype=2 and lulcN05-2)) 
12) Hybopsis amnis (Hubbs & Greene) - pallid shiner (Figure 30) 
The pallid shiner was found in 4 segments only. The number was limhed but it apparently 
ranges throughout the drainage (Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Essentially a lowland species, also occurs in sluggish streams draining level uplands; 
- Inhabits sandy and sihy pools of streams medium to large rivers; and quiet waters over 
sand-silty bottoms, often at end of sand and gravel bars; also common in some 
reservohs and oxbow lakes; 
- Intolerant of heavy sUtation and poUutants; 
- Breeds late winter and early spring in south; 
- Populations greatly reduced or exterminated in northem parts of range. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size>2 or (size<=2 and pool>0 and flow=I)) and 
(gradient=l or Iake=l) and 
(not (rocktype=2 and lulcno5=2)) 
13) Lythrurusfumeus (Evermann) - ribbon shiner (Figure 31) 
The ribbon shiner was taken from 3 segments. 
Habitat: 
- smaU to medium-sized lowland streams with low gradient; 
- Occurs in quiet, usuaUy turbid, mud-bottomed or sand-bottomed pools of headwaters, 
creeks and small rivers and bottom materials of sand and sih or clay; 
- tolerant of turbidity and associated ecological factors; characteristic of creeks and 
ditches flowmg through agricultural areas; locally conmion, perhaps increasing 
in abundance and distribution in agricultural regions. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
lowland=l and gradient=l 
14) Lythrurus umbratiUs (Girard) - redfin shiner (Figure 32) 
The redfin shiner was found only recently in 1994 in one segment of Onion Creek close 
to the Colorado River. Its west ranges recorded is San Jacinto (Lee et al. 1980). 
- Relatively clear, warm water + absence of strong current (low-gradient creeks); 
- Prauie Region: permanent pools of rocky or gravelly creeks having high gradient and 
low or intermittent flow; 
- Lowlands: ditches having httle current and an abundance of submerged aquatic 
vegetation, and small, high-gradient creeks; 
- Along the cool, spring-fed streams of Plateaua, weedy backwaters and overflow pools; 
- Associates with sunfish for spawning. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(not (lulccode =2 and rocktype =2)) and lulc_code >1 and 
((flow=l and gradient<3) or (flow=2 and gradient>l and pool>0)) and Iowland=l 
\S)Macrhybopsis aestivaUs (Girard) - speckled chub (Figure 33) 
The speckled chub was found in 3 segments of dififerent sizes. This is different from the 
descriptions by TUton (1961) that it was found in all segments of the main river but not 
taken from the tributaries. 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits sand and gravel mns of small to large rivers with low gradient over fine gravel 
or sand; 
- AU segments of the main river but was not taken from the tributaries. CoUected only 
from swift to very swift current over sand bottom in the main river chaimel; 
- Occurs in streams with conthiuous high turbidity as weU as those that are moderately 
clear. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
gradient=l & size=4 & not (rocktype=2 & lulcno5=2) 
16) Notemigonus crysoleucas (MitchiU) - golden shiner (Figure 34) 
The golden shiner was coUected from 20 segments of different sizes of streams. It was 
probably released as a bait (Tilton 1961). 
Habhat: 
- Quiet water, rare m noticeable current; slough, pond, lake, stream and ditch of low-
gradient, and the permanent pools of intermittent upland creeks; 
- Tolerant of moderate turbidity, but thrives in clear, heavily vegetated habitats; 
- In Texas ubiquitous; native only to east Texas streams; 
- Spawn in the spring when water temperature exceed 70F, ceases when temp exceed 
80F, no nest; adhesive eggs scattered over algae or submerged vegetation; 
- Omnivorous; half plant, half animal; surface and midwater feeder. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(gradient=l or (gradient>l and (Iake=l or pool>0 or 
backwater>0 or mouth=l or gravelpits>0))) and (flow=l or 
(flow=2 and lowland=0 and (pool>0 or mouth=l))) and (not IuIc_code=l/7 or 
(IuIc_code=I/7 and (valw3c>l or pool>0 or Iake=l))) 
17) Notropis amabiUs (Girard) - Texas shmer (Figure 35) 
The Texas shiner was found in 5 segments of the main river, Onion Creek and small 
creeks both the Plateau and the Prairie. It abounds m the smaller streams in the upper 
Colorado dramage, but is not considered an integral part of the typical Colorado River 
(Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Very common m springs and headwater tiibutaries, where may be, sometimes 
limited numbers m larger streams; 
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- Occurs in clear water, abundant in streams with signifícant spring-flow components in 
streams with moderately fast currents; 
- One of the most common inhabitants of Edwards Plateau streams; 
- In pools below riffle areas, the swiftly moving waters along gravel bars and in 
moderately flowing pool, in areas below low-water dams and road crossings where 
there is turbulent water flow creating eddy habitats; 
- Predaceous; the large eyes are an adaptation for sight feeding in swift water. 
Prediction SQL script: 
((spring = 1) or pool > 0 or belowdam=l) and ( not ( luIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
and (not Iulcno5 = 7 or lulccode =1) 
18) Notropis buccula Cross - smalleye shiner (Figure 36) 
The smalleye shiner was found only in two segments of the main river. Its native range is 
the upper 2/3 of Brazos River drainage, but is apparently introduced into adjacent 
Colorado River drainage (Lee et al. 1980). The specimens were coUected in 1951 before 
the Longhom Dam (Town Lake) was built (1961). 
Habitat: 
- Texas prairie streams; 
- Typically in turbid waters of broad, sandy channels of main stream; 
- Preferred habitat includes fairly shallow water (38 to 82 centimeters (15 to 32 m) in 
depth) in broad, open sandy channels with a moderate current; 
- Ostrand (2000) found abiotic factors associated with smalleye shiner habhat to include 
specific conductance < 30 mS, relatively high current velocity (> 0.20 ra/s) (0.65 feet/s) 
and high turbidity (> 41 NTU); 
- Within theh preferred habitat, smalleye shmers are most often found us ig the center of 
the channel, avoidmg the shallow depth and slow velocity of the stream edges (Moss 
and Mayes 1993). 
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Prediction SQL script: 
size >1 and (lake =0 or (lake=l and belowdam=l)) and (gradient >1 or (gradient=l 
and size=4)) and (not ( luIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) and 
(not (luIcnoS = 4 or lulcno5 = 6)) and lowland=l 
19) Notropis oxyrhynchus Hubbs & Bonham - sharpnose shiner (Figure 37) 
There was only one coUection of the sharpnose shiner in the lower main river. This 
species is endemic to the Brazos River drainage. It was apparently introduced into the 
Colorado River drainage (Lee et al. 1980). 
Habitaí: 
- Endemic to Brazos River drainage, tx, where appears to be generally distributed 
throughout main river; 
- Inhabits sand and gravel mns of medium to large rivers; 
- Less often found in sand or mud bottomed pools; 
- Brazos River typically a rather large turbid river, with bottom a combmation of sand, 
gravel and clay-mud; 
Found at reservoirs in the study area. 
Prediction SQL: 
(size=3 or size=4) and valw3c < 3 
20) Notropis shumardj (Girard) - silverband shiner (Figure 38) 
The sUverband shiner was taken in 3 segments. It is closely confined to large rivers which 
are very turbid and have substrrate that is mixture of sand, gravel, sih and mud (Lee et al. 
1980). 
Habitat: 
- Moderate or strong current over a bottom of sand or fine gravel; 
- Closely confined to large rivers, penertrate rarely into the lower sections of tributaries; 
- Tolerant for extremely turbid conditions. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
size=4 or (size<4 and (dsize=4 and (lake=I or mouth=l))) 
21) Notropis stramineus Cope - Sand shiner (Figure 39) 
The sand shiner was found in 6 segments of the main river and its dhect tributary. 
Habitat: 
- Occurs throughout the Prairie Region; rare in upland areas; 
- Sttong afifinity for sandy bottoms; 
- Stieams of all sizes but is seldom abundant in the largest rivers. It is replaced towards 
the headwaters of many prahie stieams by the bigmouth bottoms; 
- Most abundant in the shallow, sandy pools of medium-sized creeks having permanent 
flow, moderately clear water, and low or moderate gradient. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(pool > 0 or lake =1) and lowland =1 and (flow = 1 or (flow = 2 and 
(sdiscrl lc = 3 or sdiscrl lc = 6 or sdiscrl lc = 8))) and 
(not (rocktype = 2 and IuIcno5 = 2)) 
22) Notropis texanus (Girard) - weed shiner (Figure 40) 
Weed shiners were coUected from 21 segments of creeks and rivers. Except one segment, 
aU 20 segments are in the lower part of the drainage. 
Habitat: 
- Lowland; 
- Large ditches and lowland rivers havmg noticeable current (or slow current, or without 
current), a sandy bottom, and little or no aquatic vegetation ( or associated with 
emergent vegetation in shoal areas); 
- Penetrates the lower reaches upland streams; 
- Smali to large, low-gradient streams. 
Prediction SQL script: 
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lowland = 1 and (gradient = 1 or ( gradient > 1 and 
(lake = 1 or pool > 0 or gravelpits > 0 or 
mouth = 1 or backwater > 0))) 
23) Notropis vohtceUus (Cope) - mimic shiner (Figure 41) 
The mimic shiner was taken from 5 segments of the main river and its close tributaries . 
Habitat: 
- clear streams ranging in size from medium-sized creeks to rather large rivers; 
- also occurs in quiet areas of lakes; 
- most abundantly near riffies in noticeable current. 
Prediction SQL script: 
( gradient = 1 or ( gradient > I and ( pool = 1 or lake = 1))) and 
(size > I or ( size = 1 and pool =1)) and (not (lulccode =1)) and 
(not ( luIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
24) Opsopoeodus emitiae Hay - pugnose minnow (Figure 42) 
The pugnose minnow was found in 8 segments of the main river and its dhect tributaries 
in the lower part of the drainage. 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits clear to turbid vegetated lakes, swamps, oxbows and sluggish streams of aU 
sizes; 
Found in natural lakes, sloughs, borrow pits, and sluggish Lowland ditches; 
- Over mud and sand or debris substrates. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(((gradient = I or dsize =4) and lowland = I) or 
(size = 4 and abvdamlong = 1)) and 
(not (lulccode = 1 or Iulc_code = 7)) 
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25) Phenacobius mirabitis (Girard) - suckermouth minnow (Figure 43) 
The suckermouth minnow was found in only one segment of the main river in 1954 
before the Longhom Dam was buih. Hubbs and Hettler (1959) reported this species as 
present in almost all coUections made during 1954 and 1959 but absent in Austin after the 
latter date. However, the Tilton's (1961) 1957 and 1958 collections for this study indicate 
that this species is stiU present in the lower river. 
Habrtat: 
- Rififle (low to moderate gradient, small to mid-sized streams; fast turbulent water); 
- Avoids those with intermittent flow or continuously cool water. 
Prediction SQL script: 
gradient < 3 and lake=0 and flow=l and belowdam=0 
26) Pimephales promelas Rafinesque - fathead minnow (Figure 44) 
Fathead minnows were coUected from 8 segments of headwaters, creeks and rivers. 
Habitat: 
- Muddy pools of headwaters, creeks and small rivers; Favor sluggish streams, 
backwaíers, ditches, and ponds over soft mud bottom; 
- Found from clear to turbid streams; Tolerates unsuitable conditions (e.g., turbid, hot, 
poorly oxygenated, intermittent stieams); 
- Most abundant in small streams where competition with other species is limited; 
- School in midwater or near the bottom; 
- Eggs deposited over submerged objects and guarded by males; 
- Feed primarily on plant material; invertebrates are sometimes consumed. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(pool>0 or Iake=I or gradient=l) and (lucno5=7 or lulcno5=3) 
27) Pimephales vigilax (Baird & Ghard) - buUhead minnow (Figure 45) 
In the 18 segments where the buIUiead mmnow, 17 are of the main river or hs dhect 
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tiibutaries. Tilton (1961) reported h as very widely distributed and abundant in the 
Colorado River below Austin 
Habitat: 
- Sluggish pools and backwaters of medium-sized to large streams; 
Continuous flow and low to moderate gradients; 
- Avoids strong current (both strong current chaimel and quiet backwaters); 
Fairly tolerant of turbidity and siltation; 
- Feed mosUy on bottom dwelling aquatic insects. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(flow = 1 or (flow = 2 and dsize = 4)) and ((size = 2 and pool > 0 and gradient = 1) or 
(size <3 and dsize = 4) or (size = 3 and gradient <3) or size = 4) 
28) Carassius auratus (Lmnaeus) - Goldfish (Figure 46) 
The goldfish was recorded only m 2 segments of Barton Creek and Waller Creek in 1961 
and 1975. Edwards (1975) reported that h was stocked at the Biology Ponds on campus 
of the UT Austin. Its occurrences are often sporadic although well established at some 
North American localities since its introduction from Eurasia, and this may reflect 
continued releases and escapements rather than established populations (Lee et al. 1980). 
Habitat: 
- Quiet pools, submerged vegetation, tolerate turbidity and high organic content; 
- Common in sluggish streams and in the lakes and lagoons of urban centers, inhabits 
shallow water with dense vegetation in warm lakes, reservohs, rivers and quiet 
streams; 
- Compared to common carp, less tolerant to moderate or high gradients, cool water, 
great turbidity, and rapid siltaíion, domestic and industrial poUutants; 
- Eggs released at depths of 15cm over submerged aquatic plants or wiUow roots; 
- The increase in the population size is not because optimal habitat for the species has 
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increased but rather because there are extensive areas where most other fishes have 
been eliminated, and the ecologically tolerant goldfish thus has little competition. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(gradient =1 or (gradient = 2 and pool > 0 or lake = 1 or gravelphs > 0 or valw_3c > 1)) 
and not lulcno5 = 7 and (lulcno5 =1 or lulcno5 =2 or sewage >0) and 
(size =4 or (size < 4 and (sdiscr 1 lc =3 or sdiscrl lc =6 or sdiscrl lc =8))) 
29) Cyprirms carpio Linnaeus - common carp (Figure 47) 
Like the goldfish, common carp is not a native species of North America. However, h is 
more successfiil. It was coUected in 32 segments from 1961 to 1998. 
Habitat: 
- Hardy and tolerant of a wide variety of condhions but generaUy favor large water 
bodies that are highly productive as a resuh of natural fertility, mnofiffrom heavily 
fertUized farmlands, or organic poUutants; 
- Least abundant in clear, high-gradient stieams of pleteaus, but even here are locally 
abundant in warm backwaters and in streams poUuted by organic wastes; 
- In stteams adults are most often found m the deeper pools around piles of drift, logs, or 
other submerged cover. In large lakes and reservoirs this fish is occasionally taken at 
depths of nearly 100 ft, but is more characteristic of shallow waters along the shore; 
- Laying sticky eggs in shallow vegetation; 
- Omnivorous; adults uproot and destroy submerged aquatíc vegetation and therefore may 
be detrimental to duck and native fish populations; 
- In Texas, found statewide. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(((iowland =0 and gradient < 3) or lowland = 1) and size <3 and ( pool > 0 or lake = 1 
or gravelpits > 0 or mouth = 1 or backwater > 0) and lulccode <7) or size >=3 
Catostomidae - suckers 
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30) Carpiodes carpio (Rafmesque) - river carpsucker (Figure 48) 
AU of the 15 segments where the river carpsucker are of the main river or its direct 
tributaries above Longhom Dam, indicating that this species prefer slow to moderate 
current in open waters. Tilton (1961) reported that this species was more common in the 
lower river. 
Habitat: 
- Occurs in lakes and pools and backwaters of creeks and small to large rivers; 
- Abundant in quiet, sUt-bottomed pools of rivers; 
- Low to moderaíe gradients, frequently in impoundments; 
- Prefer waters that are turbid much of the time and is replaced in clearer waters by the 
quUlback or highfin carpsucker, 
- Spawn among the submerged portions of trees and bmsh and/or while the river was in 
flood; 
- Mam center: prahie region; tendmg to avoid the moutainous regions of the state. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(pool>0 or backwater>0 or gravelpits>0 or sidepond>0 or lake=l or mouth=l) and 
((size>2 and (valw_3c>l or gradient=l)) or 
(size<=2 and (dsize=3 or dsize=4))) 
31) Erimyzon sucetta (Lacepede) - lake chubsucker (Figure 49) 
Only one segment at the mouth of Shoal Creek in the main river was reported as havmg 




- clear & aquatic vegetation. 
Prediction SQL script: 
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lowland=l and gradient=l or ((gradient -2 or gradient=3) and 
(lake=l or pool>0) and sewage=0 and lulc code > 1 and (not (lulccode = 7)) and 
(not (lulccode =2 and rocktype = 2)) 
32) Icíiobus bubalus (Rafinesque) - smallmouth bufifalo (Figure 50) 
AU of the 17 segments where the smallmouth bufifalo was taken are in the reservoh or are 
the first tributaries above Longhom Dam. Tilton (1961) coUected this species below 
Travis in the Feyette county 
Habitat: 
- Large streams and rivers; common in waters with modest current; prefers slightly 
clearer water than the bigmouth bufifalo and is found less often in strong current than 
the black bufifalo; 
- Occasionally in lakes and medium-sized rivers; firm-bottomed channels, sometimes in 
backwaters and in mouths of tributaries; 
- Spawn in the spring when water temp reach 60-65 °F, eggs are broadcast over weeds 
and mud bottom; 
- Feeds on shellfish and algae; 
- In Texas found in most large streams, rivers and reservohs exclusive of the Panhandle. 
Prediction SQL script: 
size = 4 or (size < 4 and dsize = 4) and (not (lulccode = 1 or lulccode =1)) 
and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2)) 
33) Scaríomyzon congestus (Bahd & Ghard) - gray redhorse (Figure 51) 
The gray redhorse was coUected from 26 segments of ali sizes of streams. It is a fish of 
the clear-water streams and confined to the upper river segment of the Colorado drainage 
(Blah-1950). 
Habitaí: 
- Low gradient streams; 
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- Aduhs most often occupy medium to large pools, with cobble, gravel, sih, or sand 
bottoms; juveniles and young often in riffles and gravelly mns, usually avoid densely 
vegetated areas; 
- Clear to moderately turbid, warm, sluggish; 
- Specimens most often from pools with silty bottoms. 
Predction SQL script: 
(gradient<2 or (gradient>=2 and (Pool >Oormouth=lorvalw_3c<3))) 
and (flow=l or ( flow=2 and mouth=l)) 
Characidae - characins 
34) Astyanax fasciatus (Cuvier) - Banded astyanax (Figure 52) 
Found only in 4 segments, the introduced banded astyanax was restricted in Travis 
county (TUton 1961). No spechnen were coUected after 1961. 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits streams and rivers without stiong currents and lentic areas; 
- Its restriction to the Travis County may be correlated with its requhements for warmer 
temperatures during winter or with its recent introduction; 
- Associated with moving clear waters and a gravel bottom; 
- Vivacious, eats smaU fish. 
Prediction SQL script: 
AbvDamTomM=0 and spring=0 and not (rocklype=2 and lulcno5=2) 
and not Iulcno5=7 and (gradiení>l or (gradient=l and lake=l)) 
35) Astyanax mexicanus (FUippi) - Mexican tetra (Figure 53) 
The Mexican tetia, an mtroduced species, was confined to segments between Mansfield 




Established in Edwards Plateau Region in central Texas, particularly abundant in 
constant temperature springs and their outflows (introduced to Colorado River); 
- A variety of habhats; tends to school in pools and below swift areas in eddies; young 
of-the-year have been observed in shallow water near overhanging bank vegetation 
- Associated with shore vegetation and leaf litter; 
- In TX, migrated seasonally to escape low winter water temperatures; 
- Feeds on insects, cmstaceans and worms; populations in northeastem Mexico are 
omnivorous, with higher plant remains filamentous algae and aquatic insects 
comprising bulk of diet; 
- Degradation of stream habitats resuhing from overgrazing, sUtation, chaimelization, and 
water diversion are probable reasons for the decline of the species. 
PredictionSQL script: 
(spring = 1 or (right below the dams)) or (pool > 0 or lake = 1 or sdiscrl lc = 3) or 
sdiscrl Ic = 6 or sdiscrl lc = 8) and (not (Iulcno5 = 7)) and 
(not (lulcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
Ictaluridae - buUhead catfishes 
36) Ameiurus melas (Rafinesque) - black buUhead (Figure 54) 
The black buUhead was found in 9 segments of all sizes from 1947 to 1998. 
Habhat: 
- Highly tolerant of many types of industrial and domestic poUutants, turbid water, and 
warm waters; 
- SUt bottom, no noticeable current or sfrong flow, and a lack of diversity in the fish 
fauna; 
- Prefer the permanent pools of small, mtermittent creeks and the muddy oxbows and 
backwaters of large streams m the prahie region; 
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- The largest popl occur in base and low-gradient portions of small and moderate sized 
stieams; in the impoundments, backwaters, oxbows, and overflow ponds, particularly 
along the larger riers; in quarries and farm ponds; 
- Incapable of invading in the deeper, cooler, clearer waters, with or without some 
vegetation, which is the habitat of the brown buUhead, or the very clear water, heavily 
vegetated habitat of the yellow bullhead; 
- Nest: excavate nests in mud bottoms; prefer some sort of cover; 
- Omnivorous; noctumal feeder. 
Prediction SQL script: 
((gradient=l or (size=4 and valw_3c>l)) and flow=l) 
or (gradient>l and flow=2 and (gravelpits>0 or lake=l or pool>0 or valw_3c>l )) 
or (lulc_code=l and gradient=l) 
37) Ameiurus naíatis (Lesueur) - yeUow buUhead (Figure 55) 
The black buUhead was found in 9 segments of all sizes from 1961 to 1998. 
Habitat: 
- Permanent flow; 
- Avoid stiong currents (pools, backwaters, and sluggish current); 
- In plateau areas, heavily vegetated; elsewhere, open pools; 
Found throughout Texas except the Trans-Pecos and Panhandle. 
Prediction SQL script: 
flow=I and (gradient=l or (gradient>l and 
(pool>0 or Iake=I or valw3c>2 or floodpln=l))) and 
(lowland=0 & (luIcN05=4,3)) or (Iowland=I) 
38) Ictalurusfurcatus (Lesueur) - blue catfish (Figure 56) 
Among the 13 segments where the blue catfish was found, more segments were in the 
mam channel or hs dhect tributaries. TUton (1961) reported that no individuals were 
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taken above Colorado County. The blue catfish occurring in the study area may due to the 
stock because the specimen were coUected from 1985. 
Habrtat: 
- Medium to large rivers and principal tributaries; 
- Sandy, avoid sihed bottom; 
- Prefers clear, stiongly flowing water; 
- In Texas rt is absent from the northwestem portions of the state including the 
Panhandle, but present elsewhere in larger rivers. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size = 4 or (size > 1 and (sdiscrl lc = 3 or sdiscrl lc = 6 or sdiscrl lc =8))) 
and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulccode = 2)) 
39) Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque) - channel catfish (Figure 57) 
Widely distributed, the channel catfish was taken from 39 segments of aU sizes. More 
segments are in the main river and its tributaries. 
Habitat: 
- Large stieams having low or moderate gradients; 
- Adults found in large pools, m deep water or about submerged logs and other cover, 
young in rififles or the shaUower parts of pools; 
- Extiemely adaptable, basically h is a stream fish, do well in farm pond, reservoh, 
stieam and river; 
- Prefers clean, well oxygenated water, but also m ponds and reservohs; 
- Range throughout Texas. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(((size > I and gradient < 3 and (Iulc_code > 1 and lulc_code < 7))) or (( size = 1 or 
gradient = 3 or Iulc_code = 1 or luIc_code = 7) and (lake = 1 or valw_3c > 1 or pool 
> 0 or backv/ater > 0 or mouth = 1 or floodp_cd = 1))) 
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and (not (rocktype = 2 and luIcno5 = 2)) 
40) Pylodictis otivaris (Rafinesque, 1818) - Flathead catfish(Figure 58) 
AU of the specimens of the flathead catfish were taken from 25 segments of the main 
river or rts tributaries. Tilton (1961) noted that h apparently prefers the deep sections of 
the main river channel. 
Habitat: 
- Large sfreams, rivers and their principal tributaries of the prahie, and in the larger 
ditches of the lowlands, in plateau areas restricted to reservoirs and the downstream 
sections of the largest sfreams; 
- A variety of sfream types but avoids high gradients or intermittent flow; young among 
rocks on riffles; aduhs - pools, near submerged logs, piles of drift, or other cover; 
- Tolerates turbid; 
- Nest: Males constmct nests by excavatmg a shallow depression in a natural cavity; 
- Occur statewide in Texas. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size > 2 or (size <= 2 and dsize = 4)) and 
(gradient = I or (gradient >1 and (lake = I or pool > 0 or backwater > 0 or mouth = 1))) 
Esocidae - pikes & pickerels 
41) Esax lucius Linnaeus - northem pike (Figure 59) 
The northem pike was recorded only once by Edwards (1975) m the segment at the 
mouth of Waller Creek. This was an mtroduced species and might have survived only 
little time after the mtroduction as no specimen were coUected after 1975. 
Habitat: 
- Water temp < 85°F (29.44 °C), good growth 10-23 °C, opthnal 19-21 °C; reaches below 
Mansfieid Dam, or headwaters not in Urban areas; 
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- pH 5-9.5; 
- Heavy vegetation along shorelines (considerable aquatic and flooded land vegetation); 
- Relatively quiet water, bays, marshes and poôls of low-gradient streams, clear water; 
- Natural lakes, reservohs, and large streams and rivers; 
- Spawn in marsh habitats in Spring, feed in the shallow littoral zone of lakes and 
reservohs to feed in Summer. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size = 4 and gradient <3) or (dsize_code=4 and (pool = 1 or lake = 1 or floodpln = 1 or 
mouth = 1)) and (sdiscr_l lc = 0 or sdiscrl lc = 1) and (not lulcno5 = 1) and 
(not lulcno5 = 7) and (not lulcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2) 
Atherinidae - silversides 
42) Menidja beryUina (Cope) - inland sUverside (Figure 60) 
Almost aU of the segments where the inland sUverside were coUected are the main 
channel or its direct tributaries. Specimens were taken from 1975-1997. 
Habitat: 
- A marine species that ascends rivers. Some landlocked populations, many of which 
have been established in impoundments; 
- Inhabits the large rivers; also stocked in some large reservohs; 
- Abounds in large rivers in reservohs; 
- Found in moderate current along sandbars adjacent to the main channel. It is readily 
coUected in the habitat at all times of the year; 
- Prefered spawning site-Lake Texoma; eggs laid in algae associated with emergent 
vegetation; 
- Surface or Uttoral feeder; 
- Found in many TX reservoirs. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
(size = 4 or (size < 4 and (dsize = 4))) and 
(gradient = 1 or (gradient > 1 and (valw_3c > 1 or lake = 1 or mouth = 1 or pool = 1))) 
and (not (lulc_code = 1)) and (not (luIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
Fundulidae - topminnows 
43) Fundulus notatus (Rafinesque) - blackstripe topminnow (Figure 61) 
Twelve of the 13 segraents where the blackstripe topraiimow was found are the main 
channel or its tributaries. AU of the 13 segraents are in the lower part of the drainage. 
Habitat: 
- Prefer sUghtly warraer and raore turbid waters than the blackspotted toopniinnow, but 
otherwise theh habrtats are not notably dififerent; 
- The blackstipe topminnow is most often found along large lowland rivers and in the 
pools of sfreains draining undissected uplands; 
- Low-gradient; prefers the slow-moving, quiet backwaters and pool margins; 
- In smaUer numers in sorae clearer upland streams. and can be found over a variety of 
bottom types; 
- Sur&ce feeder, terrestrial insects and algae. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(lowland = 1 or (lowland = 0 and pool > 0 and (luIcno5 = 3 or luIcno5 = 4 or 
lulcno5 = 6)) and ( not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2))) 
and (gradient = I or (gradient > I and ( dsize = 4 or size = 4))) 
44) Fundulus zebrinus Jordan & Gilbert - plams kilUfish (Figure 62) 
The plams killifish was found in only one segment which is Waller Creek in Austin urban 
area in 1975. 
Habitat: 
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- IiJiabits shallow (rarely deeper than 15 cm) sandy bottoraed mns, pools, and 
backwaters of headwaters, creeks and small to medium rivers; 
- Tolerates extremely alkaline and saline streams, and often found where few other fishes 
can survive; 
- Buries headfirst in sand and orients hself wrth only mouth and eyes are visible. This 
habrt may protect the físh from intense sunlight or may help avoid predators, detect 
potential prey, or sfream desiccation; 
- Sp)awns in summer in small pools over sand and gravel bottora; 
- Omnivorous, with insects and other aquatic invertebrates raaking up bulk of diet. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(gradient = 1 or (gradient=2 and pool>0)) and (lulc_code<4 or lulc_code=7) 
PoecUiidae - livebearers 
45) Gambusia affinis (Bahd & Girard) - westem raosqmtofish (Figure 63) 
The westem mosquitofish had a wide distribution in the study area. It was coUected in 33 
segments of aU sizes 
Habitat: 
- Like shaUow, marginal areas (backwater, oxbow) where the water is warm, sluggish and 
there is considerable aquatic vegetation or other cover; 
- Base- or low-gradient waters such as ponds, small pools, dhches draw; less common in 
moderate gradient sfreams; 
- Clear water; 
- In TX varous species of raosquitofish conamon in many locations and occur throughout 
the state; 
- FertiUzation is mtemal; livebearers; feeds on zooplankton, small insects and detritus. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
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(gradient = 1 or gradient > 1 and (valw_3c > 1 or lake = 1 or pool > 0 or mouth = 1 or 
floodpcd = 1) and (not (lulcno5 = 1 or lulcno5 = 7))) 
and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2)) 
46) Gambusia geiseri Hubbs & Hubbs - largespring garabusia (Figure 19) 
The largespring gambusia is an enderaic species of Texas, but not native to the study 
area. The introduction to Waller Creek failed (Edwards 1975). No other records were 
found. This species needs constant teraperature in the springs. No prediction was raade. 
47) PoeciUa latipirma (Lesueur) - sailfin moUy (Figure 64) 
The sailfin moUy was found in 7 segments in the lower part of the drainage. It was 
coUected m large numgers at productive stations (TUton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Occurs in ponds, lakes, sloughs, and quiet, often vegetated, backwaters and pools of 
sfreams and also in coastal waters; 
- A wide variety of habitats, mcluding springs, lakes and ponds, rivers and streams, 
drainage ditches, and salt marshes; 
- Abundant in tidal drtches and brackish canals; 
- Neghgible current of bank areas and pools was the preferred habitat; 
- Feeds mahUy on algae, vascular plants, organic detritus, and raosquho larvae. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(pool > 0 or lake =1) and (not IuIcno5 =3) and( not Iulcno5 = 7) 
48) Poecitia reticulata Peters - guppy (Figure 19) 
The guppy was introduced to WaUer Creek and disappeared latter in November, 1975 
(Edwards 1975). 
Biology: 
- LocaUy estabUshed in warmwater sites, temperature 68-86 °F (or even higher up to 
90°F); 
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- An ideal teraperature for adult guppies is 72 to 76 °F. Fry are often raised in warmer 
water for the fírst 2 or 3 months (78 - 80 "F). Requires fairly warra temperatures (23-24 
°C) and quiet vegetated water for survival; Barton Spring: water teraperature 19.6-
21.9°C; 
- Although infroduced widely in Texas, the only established population is one 
found in the San Antonio River near Brackenridge Park; 
- No established population in the study area. 
No prediction was raade. 
Moronidae - temperate basses 
49) Morone chrysops (Rafinesque) - white bass (Figure 65) 
The white bass was taken frora 16 segments, most of which are the raain river and hs 
direct tributaries. 
Habrtat: 
- Deeper pools of moderate-sized to large rivers and open water of lakes and reservohs. 
- In both current and backwater m clear water over a firm sand or rock bottom; 
- Intolerant of continuous, high turbidity; 
- Stocking in large reservoirs; 
- Migrate upsfream to spawn; 
- After release, eggs sink to the bottom and becorae attached to rocks; 
- Feed: fry on sraaU invertebrates; adults on fish (gizzard and threadfin shad are preferred 
food items) cmtaceans and emerging insects. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size > 2 or lake = 1) and (not (lulc_code = 1 or lulccode = 7)) 
and (not (IuIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
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50) Morone saxatitis (Walbaura) - striped bass (Figure 19) 
An introduced recreation species, the striped bass were coUected in the reservohs 
including 7 segraents starting frora 1985. 
Biology: 
- Anadroraous, inhabrts coastal waters and are commonly found in bays but may travel 
100 miles inland to spawoi; 
- Sorae populations are landlocked . landlocked populations can complete their enthe life 
cycle in freshwater. These have ascended tributaries of the lakes or reservoirs where 
they and fliture running water is necessary to keep eggs in motion until hatching; 
- 50 raUes or raore of sfreara is requhed for successfiil hatches; 
- Although not native to Texas, the species has been stocked in a number of reservohs; 
Because stieam flow is requhed for a successful hatch, most reservoh populations are 
not self-sustaining and raust be raaintained through stocking. One notable exception is 
Lake Texoma along the Red River in northeastem Texas; 
- Hybrid striped bass (striped bass crossbred with white bass) are stocked in many 
areas because of quick growth and good survival characteristics; 
- In the study area, Lake Travis and Town Lake have striped basses stocked, and Lake 
Austin has hybrid striped basses stocked. 
No prediction was made. 
Centrarchidae - sunfishes 
51) Chaenobryttus gulosus (Lepomis gulosus) (Cuvier) - warraouth (Figure 66) 
Startmg frora 1947, the warmouth were coUected frora 39 segraents. Thhty-seven of 
these segments were the main river or its dhect tributaries. 
Habhat: 
- Primarily a lowland species; weedy dhches havmg little noticeable current, and in 
swamps, sloughs, natural lakes and borrow pits; 
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- Elsewhere: oxbow lakes and other overflow waters along the flood plains of streams. 
exhibrts a definite affmity for clear water and thick growths of submergent 
vegetation.upland areas: in sluggish streams and quiet pools over mud and does well in 
impoundments; 
- Tolerate moderate levels of turbidity and acidic conditions; 
- Low gradient. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(Oowland = 1 and (gradient = 1 or (gradient > 1 and (valw_3c > l or lake = 1 
or mouth = 1 or backwater > 0 or pool > 0)))) or (lowland = 0 and (lake = 1 or 
(gradient = 1 and (pool > 0 or backwater > 0 or mouth = 1 or floodpcd = 1 
orvalw_3c > 2))))) and (not (rocktype =2and lulccode =2)) 
52) Lepomis auritus (Linnaeus) - redbreast sunfish (Figure 67) 
The redbreast sunfish was taken from 58 segments, representing a wide distribution in the 
drainage 
Habitat: 
- Rocky and sandy pools or backwaters of creeks and small to medium rivers of low or 
raoderate gradient; rocky and vegetated lake margins with bottoms of sand and mud; 
also occurs in ponds and reservoirs. 
- Mainly a stream-adapted species m its native range, but h has becorae estabUshed in 
sorae lakes and ponds; prefer flowmg water and are often associated with logs or 
stumps; 
- Elevations of up to 1000 meters; pH variation from 4.8 to 8.4; salmhies up to 8% 
- UsuaUy clear but occasionlly turbid; 
- Often seen in the same habitat as smallmouth bass and rock bass; 
- Avoids swamps; based on hs distribution; intolerant of the highly acidic waters 
- Probably native only as far west as Choctawhatchee drainage, westem FL; 
infroduced to southeastem TX. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
((size>2 and (valw_3c>l or backwater> 0 or lake=l)) or (size<=2 and (lake=l or pool>0) 
and gradient<3)) and (not (rocktype=2 and luIc_code=2)) 
53) Lepomis cyaneUus Rafinesque - green sunfish (Figure 68) 
The green sunfish was coUected from 45 segraents in a wide range of the drainage 
startingfrora 1930. 
Habrtat: 
- Highly adaptable species; found in almost every type of aquatic habhat; 
- Tolerate exfreraes of turbidity, DO, temp, and flow; pioneering speces; 
- Most abundant in sraall creeks and ponds that wiU not support raost other sunfishes; 
- In the fluctuating environment of small Prahie strearas. by late suramer & faU these 
smaU sfreains often consist of series of isolated, stagnant pools, in this habitat green 
sunfish are often abundant; 
- Intermitten sfrearas: that have warm, turbid, rauddy bottoraed pools containing beds of 
aquatic plants and populations of other introduced fishes, sole fish, especially polluted 
by huraan activity; 
- Lake & reservohs: only abundant in shaUow, weedy areas that exclude larger or less 
tolerant species; 
- Rivers: found in riprap and old car bodies; 
- Found throughout Texas. 
Prediction SQL scripts: 
((flow=2 and (pool>0 or gravelphs>0 or mouth=l)) or 
((size>2 or (size<=2 and flow=l))) and (gradient<3 or (gradient=3 and valw_3c>l or 
backwater>0 or pool>0 or mouth=I))) 
54) Lepomis humitis (Girard) - orangespotted sunfish (Figure 69) 
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The orangespotted sunfish has lirarted occurrence and was found only in 3 segments 
The reason for rts limrted population is probably that h has a generally more westem 
range(Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Quiet pools of creeks and small to large rivers; 
- Tolerant of sihation and continuous high turbidity; 
- Commonly found in sfrearas with low or intermittent flow, but occurs less frequently in 
exfreme headwater situations than does the green sunfish; 
- Low-gradient sfreains;avoids sfrearas with high gradient, clear or cool water, and 
continuous sfrong flow. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
(gradient = 1 or (gradient > 1 and pool > 0)) and (luIcno5 < 3 or lulcno5 = 7) 
55) Lepomis macrochirus Rafinesque - bluegiU (Figure 70) 
CoUected from 72 segraents, the bluegiU was found to have the raost even distribution in 
the drainage. It was also the raost abundant sunfish m the lower Colorado River basin and 
was coUected from a greater variety of habhats than any member of the family (TUton 
1961). 
Habitat: 
- Survive and reproduce under many environraental conditions; 
- Do best in warm, shaUow lakes, reservohs, ponds, streams, and sloughs at low elevation 
broad temperature: 2-5C, 40-4IC; optimal 27-32C; greatest abundant along the flood 
plains of major rivers and nearby streams; mtolerant of continuous high turbidity 
and sUtation; survive in low DO; 
- Often associate with rooted aquatic plants and with bottoms of sih, sand, or gravel. 
associate with ponds, lakes, sloughs; thrives best in warm, clear waters where aquatic 
plants or other cover is presnet; 
- Persist through periods of high whrter and sprmg flows by raovmg mto temporary 
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backwaters or areas of flooded vegetation: any place where this refiige frora high 
current velocitíes; 
- Associate with largeraouth bass. 
Predictíon: 
(gradient=l or (gradient>l and (pool>0 or backwater> 0 or lake=l or valw_3c>l or 
mouth=l))) and (not (rocktype=2 and Iulc_code=2)) and sewage=0 and 
((not (lulc_code=l or luIc_code=7)) or 
((IuIc_code=l or luIc_code=7) and (dsize>2))) 
56) Lepomis marginatus (Holbrook) - doUar sunfish (Figure 71) 
Only one occurrence of the doUar sunfish in Onion Creek near Austin was reported in 
1971, and probably this is the most westem record. 
Habitat: 
- Lowland; 
- Swamp, smaU sluggish creeks and bayous; 
- Relatively unraodified, clear & moderate to heavy aquatic vegetation, mud and detritus 
bottoms. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
lowland=l and (( size =4 or floodpcd =1) or (size < 4 and (( gradient = 3 and 
(sdiscr_IIc >=2or pool >0)) or(gradient =2and pool > 0) or gradient =1))) 
and sewage = 0 and lulcno5 > 1 and (not (lulcno5 =2 and rocktype = 2 ) ) 
Note: The predicted segments do not cover Segment 873. The species occurred in this 
segment because of land use/land cover: about 50% is barren, 30% is agriculture and 
shale and 20% forest. 
57) Lepomis megalotis (Rafinesque) - longear sunfîsh (Figure 72) 
The longear sunfish had a wide distribution and was coUected from 50 segraents. 
Habitat: 
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- Clear, perraanent-flowing strearas having sandy or rocky bottoms; 
- Associate with aquatic vegetation, but not an essential requhement; 
- Occurs in sfreams of all sizes but is raore abundant in creeks than in large rivers; 
abundance along the shoreline of raost large reservoirs (but typically inhabits 
small sfrearas and upland parts of rivers, generally absent frora downstream lowland 
sectíons); 
- Avoids strong currents by mhabiting sluggish pools, inlets and waters ofif the main 
sfream channel of low-gradient; 
- Found throughout Texas, except for the headwaters of the Canadian and Brazos rivers; 
- Nests scooped out of gravel bars; 
- Food: insects and sraall físh. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
(flow=l or (flow=2 and (pool>0 or raouth=l or gravelprts>0 or floodp_cd=l))) and 
((not (rocktype=2 and lulc_code=2))) and (gradient<3 or (gradient=3 and pool>0 or 
floodp_cd=l)) and ((not (Iulc_code=l or lulc_code=7)) or ((Iulc_code=l or lulc_code=7) 
and (lake=I or pool>0 or raouth=l))) 
58) Lepomis microlophus (Gúnther) - redear sunfish (Figure 73) 
Among the 38 segments where the redear sunfish, 33 were in the main river or its direct 
tributaries. TUton (1961) found that this species was found in the largest numbers in deep 
eddies ofif the swift main channel ofthe upper river. This is in the hst of stocking species 
of tiie TPWD. 
Habrtat: 
- Inhabits ponds, swamps, lakes; and vegetated pools, usually whh mud or sand; 
- Small to mediura rivers; 
- Also occurs m warm, clear and quiet waters rich in vegetation and snags; 
- Found near the bottom in wann water with little current and abundant aquatic 
vegetation; raore tolerant of sih than most other sunfishes; 
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- fts preference for the upper Colorado River is more pronounced than other common 
sunfish.abundant in the tailrace water of Tom MiUer Dam and the river within the city 
hmits of Austín. below this point, a rapid drop m total numbers was noted 
found in the largest numbers in deep eddies ofif the swift raain channel of the upper 
river; 
- Spawn m warm raonths in deeper water than raost other sunfish, congregating in 
spawning beds; nests are saucer-shaped depressions in gravel or sUt; 
- Food: snails, also insect larvae and cladocerans; seldom feeds at surface; 
- Widely stocked in reservohs and ponds Through Texas. 
Prediction SQL script: 
((lulcno5 = 4 or luIcno5 2 = 4) or ((not (lulcno5 = 4 or lulcno5_2 = 4)) and 
(lake = 1 or (pool >0 and flow = 1) or mouth = 1 or backwater > 0))) 
and (gradient = 1 or (gradient > 1 and (valw_3c > 1 or lake = 1 or ( pool > 0 
and flow = 1) or mouth = 1 or backwater > 0 or spring > 0 or belowdam = 1))) 
59) Lepomis punctatus (Valenciennes) - spotted sunfish (Figure 74) 
CoUections from 29 segments yielded this species. Twenty-seven of these segments are 
the raain river or its dhect tributaries. 
Habitat: 
- Creeks and smaU to medium rivers, and swamps; 
- Inhabits heavily vegetated ponds, lakes, pools occurs over raud or sand; 
- Common in quiet or moderately flowing waters whh heavy vegetation or other cover; 
Lowland: more sluggish ditches where subraerged aquatic plants are present; 
plateau: occurs in quiet pools near boulders and submerged logs, and in clear, heavily 
vegetated backwaters of the major streams that enter the lowlands. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(lowland = 1 or (lowland = 0 and dsize = 4 and (not lulccode = 7))) and (gradient = I 
or (gradient > I and (lake = 1 or pool > 0 or mouth = I or backwater > 0 
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or valw_3c > 1))) and ((not lulccode = 1) and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2)) 
or floodpcd = 1) 
60) Micropterus dolomieu Lacepede - smallmouth bass (Figure 75) 
In Texas smallmouth bass have been stocked in numerous areas, particularly streams of 
the Edwards Plateau (Chihon 1997). It was coUected from 14 segraents 13 of which are 
in the reservohs or its direct tributaries. There were no records of this species before 
1988. 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits large (>100 acres, > 30 feet deep) shallow rocky areas of lakes, clear and 
gravel-bottom runs and flowing pools of rivers, cool flowing streams and reservohs fed 
by such sfrearas; and gravel subsfrate; Intolerant of high turbidity and siltation; 
- Occurs only in sfrearas that raahatain flow except during the raost severe droughts; 
- In the upper Mississippi River h is restricted to the rocky shoals below navigation dams 
where sfream-Uke conditions stiU prevail; the darammg of optíraal bass streams 
drastícally reduced the suitable habhat for this species; 
- The ecological replacement for the spotted bass and the largeraouth bass in the clear, 
cool, permanent-flowing streams; 
- Spawn in the spring water temperature approach 60 °F; nests located near shore in 
lakes, or downsfream from boulders in streams; 
- Food: young - plankton and immature aquatic insects 
aduhs - crayfish, fishes, and aquatíc and terrestrial msects; 
- Hybridize easily with Guadalupe bass. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(flow = 1 or (flow = 2 and dsize = 4)) and ((not lulc_code = 1 or lulc_code = 7) 
or ((IuIc_code = 1 or Iulc_code = 7) and dsize = 4)) and (not (lulcno5 = 2 
androcktype =2)) 
6l)Micropteruspunctulaíus (Rafinesque) - spotted bass (Figure 76) 
Tûe spotted bass was taken from 9 segments m or close to the raain river. 
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Habitat: 
- Inhabhs clear, gravelly flowing pools and mns of creeks and sraall to mediura rivers; 
also occupies impoundraents; in large reservoirs, generally found at depths greater than 
those occupied by other black basses; 
- Inhabhs permanent-flowing waters that are warraer and slightly raore turbid than those 
where the smallmouth bass occurs; 
- In the main channels of large rivers within its area of occUrrence the spotted bass occurs 
ahnost to the exclusion of other black basses; 
- Largely replaced by the smallmouth bass in cool, spring-fed streams, and by the 
largemouth bass m standing waters; 
- Rock or gravel are usually chosen as suhable spawning areas at water temperatures of 
57-74 °F, nest depths vary widely; 
- In Texas spotted bass are native to portions of east texas from the Guadalupe River to 
the Red River, exclusive of the Edwards Plateau region. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
flow =1 and (spring = 0 or (BelowDam = 0 or (BelowDara = 1 and (AbvDamMans = 1 or 
AbvDamToraM = 1 or AbvDamLong = 1)))) and lulccode > 1 and (not (lulccode = 2 
and rocktype = 2)) 
62) Micropterus sabnoides (Lacêpéde) - largemouth bass (Figure 77) 
Taken from 68 segments, the largemouth bass has the second most even distribution. This 
species is probably more wide ranging in its habitat selection than the other basses (Tilton 
1961). It is in the Ust of stocking species of TPWD. 
Habitat: 
- Characteristic of natural lowland lakes, man-made impoundments of all sizes, the 
permanent pools of small streams with low or intermittent flow, and the quiet 
backwaters of large rivers; more characteristic of standing than of flowing waters; 
- Prefer quiet, warm, shallow (<6m) waters of moderate clarity and beds of aquatic plants 
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are the usual habrtat; survives quite well in a variety of envhonraents; intolerant of 
excessive turbidity and siltation; 
- Largely replaced by one of the other basses in streams whh continuous sfrong flow; 
- Spawning in the spring; water temperature 60 °F; nest in quiet, vegetated water, but wiU 
use any subsfrate besides soft mud, including submerged logs, nests are usually built in 
2-8 feet of water; 
- Feed on other fish and large invertebates such as crayfish, fiy on zooplankton and 
insectlarvae. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
((flow=l and (gradient=l or (gradient>l and (pool>0 or backwater> 0 or lake=l or 
valw_3c>l)))) or (flow=2 and (pool>0 or lake=l or dsize=3 or dsize=4))) 
and (not (rocktype=2 and lulcno5=2)) and sewage=0 and 
((not (lulc_code=l or lulc_code=7)) or ((lulc_code=I or Iulc_code=7) and (dsize>2))) 
63) Micropíerus trecutii (VaiUant & Bocourt) - Guadalupe bass (Figure 78) 
The Guadalupe bass was coUected from 46 segments. TUton (1961) note that h was 
dorainant over the Uinited nurabers of Microptems punctulatus may be correlated with 
the filtering action of the dams and the necessary clear water m the upper river segment, 
and that h has dissimUar habitat requhements mfh a resuhing lack of competition for 
survival. 
Habitat: 
- Found only m Texas; endemic to the northem and eastem Edwards Plateau mcludmg 
headwaters of the San Antonio River, the Guadalupe River above Gonzales, the 
Colorado River north of Austin, and portions of the Brazos River dramage. Relatively 
smaU populations can also be found outside of the Edwards Plateau, priraarily m the 
lower Colorado River; 
- Propensity for gravel rififles, mns and fast-flowmg pools; abundant in downstream 
sections of small streams, where h inhabrts shaUow, swift waters; 
- Absence from exfreme headwaters; 
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- Moderately tolerant of high turbidhy and variable temperatures; 
- Build gravel nests for spavming, preferabley in shallow water; 
- Food: piscivory, fiy - invertebrates; 
- Hybridization with stocked smallmouth bass has become a serious problem. The TPWD 
has suspended stocking smallmouths in areas where Guadalupes may be afifected. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
(flow=l or (flow=2 and dsize=4 and (lake=l or raouth=l or floodp_cd=l))) and 
((gradient>l) or (gradient=l and (lowland=0 or (lowland=l and (size>2 or pool>0 
or sdiscrl lc=3 or sdiscrl lc=6 or sdiscrl lc=8))))) 
64) Pomoxis armularis Rafinesque - white crappie (Figure 79) 
The white crappie was coUected frora 13 segments of the main river or close tributaries. 
Habitat: 
- Often found in turbid water, but avoids excessively turbid streams and those kept 
contínuously cool by spring flow; 
- Standing timber; 
- Live primarily in rivers and reservohs; prefers quiet waters; 
- In Texas white crappie are native to the eastem 2/3 of the state, now found statewide 
except for the upper portions of the Rio Grande and Pecos drainages. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
spring = 0 and ((not lulccode = 7) or (lulc_code = 7 and lake = 1)) and 
(not ( lulccode = 2 and rocktype = 2)) and (size >=3 or (size < 3 and dsize = 4)) 
65) Pomoxis nigromaculatus (Lesueur) - black crappie (Figure 80) 
The black crappie was coUected from only 2 segments in Lake Travis during 1988-1992. 
Habitat: 
- Quiet warm waters, avoids strearas that are excessively turbid and those kept 
côntinuously cool by spring flow, absence of noticeable current; 
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- Clear water, abundant cover in the form of submerged tiraber or aquatic vegetation. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
spring =0 and (gradient =1 and (pool > 0 or lake = 1 or 
gravelpits > 0 or valw_3c > 1)) and sewage = 0 and 
not (rocktype =2 and lulcno5 = 2 ) and 
not(lulcno5 = 1 and lulcno5 = 7) 
Percidae - perches & darters 
66) Etheostoma grahami (Ghard) - Rio Grande darter (Figure 81) 
Obviously infroduced from Rio Grande River, the Rio Grande darter occurred only in 
Barton Springs in 1993. 
Habitat: 
- Spring-fed; 
- PerenniaUy flowing creek; 
- Creeks / sraall rivers; 
- Gravel and mbble. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
flow=l and spring=l and not size=4 and (not (lulccode =2 and rocktype = 2 ) ) 
67) Etheostoma chlorosoma (Hay) - bluntnose darter (Figure 82) 
The bluntnose darter was taken from 2 segments in Barton Springs and Town Lake. 
Hubbs and Hettier (1959) reported h was restricted to a small population in the upper 
river. 
Habitat: 
- Muddy pools and backwaters, quiet waters; 
- Low-gradient streams. 
Prediction SQL script; 
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(pool >0or(size =4andvalw_3c > 0)) and lulcno5 < 7 and gradient <3 
68) Etheostoma lepidum (Baird & Ghard) - greenthroat darter (Figure 83) 
The greenthroat darter only occurs in Texas and New Mexico. It was coUected from 14 
segments. And hs limhed populatíon is an indication of a speceis at the Umhs of hs 
(eastera) range (Tilton 1961). 
Habitat: 
- Rififle; prefer spring-fed sfreams and vegetated riffle; 
- Non-turbid, vegetated with subsfrates from bedrock to sih covered; 
- Also found in swift-flowing streams and springs, as well as in gravel-bottomed littoral 
areas of lentic habitats subject to wave actíon; 
- Known only from the Pecos River system in southeastera New Mexico, and from the 
Edwards Plateau region in cenfral Texas; 
- Eggs are deposited on vegetation or on the undersides of rocks; 
- Omnivore-eats plants and animals. 
Predictíon SQL script: 
((size < 3 and pool > 0) or (size >= 3 and valw_3c > 1 and lake = 0)) and 
(not (IiUccode = 1 or lulccode = 7) or 
((lulccode = 1 or lulc_code = 7) and lake = 1)) and 
(not (IuIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
69) Etheostoma spectabile (Agassiz) - orangethroat darter (Figure 84) 
The orangethroaí darter was coUected from 9 segraents. TUton (1961) noted that h was 
confined to a short sfretch of the Colorado River beginning below Tora MiUer Dara and 
extendmg only to the eeastem city limhs of Austm. From this GAP study, h shows that 




- Northem Texas in tiie USA; Gulf drainages (Trinity River to San Antonio River) of 
Texas, mostiy on Edwards Plateau; 
- Hardwater; 
- GraveUy/rocky bottora; 
- Sluggish, slow-raoderate current ritTles/pools having current to prevent the deposhion of 
sih; 
- Characteristic of sraall creeks and spring branches; 
- Avoids streams with continuous sfrong flow where condhions favor E. caemleum. 
Prediction SQL script: 
rocktype <3 and (not luIc_code =1) and (not (lulccode = 2 and rocktype = 2)) 
and not (lowland = 1 and size = 4 and floodp_cd =1) and ((gradient =1) 
or (gradient > 1 and pool > 0)) 
70) Percina ccprodes (Rafinesque) - logperch (Figure 85) 
The logperch was found in 26 segments, most of which were in the main river. TUton 
(1961) reported that it was taken more consistently in the tributaries than in the river. 
Habitat: 
- A variety of sfream types: mountain sfreams, moderate and large sized rivers of medium 
to low gradient, oxbow and hnpoundments; but penetrates into headwater creeks only if 
they maintain large, permanent pools; 
- Avoids streams that are continuously turbid or excessively silty, or that lack weU 
defined gravelly rififles. excessive turbidity and sihation is the main factors excluding 
this species from lowland; 
- Found in the deeper and more sluggish sections of riffles, but also occurs in pools if the 
bottom is mostly free of sih; 
- In reservoh-s the logperch occurs along gravelly waveswept shores. 
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Prediction SQL script: 
(size > 2 or (size <= 2 and (pool > 0 or mouth = 1 or lake = 1))) and (not (lulccode = 1 
or lulccode = 7)) and (not (luIcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) and (gradient = 1 
or (gradient > 1 and (valw_3c > I or pool > 0 or mouth = 1 or lake = 1))) 
71) Percina carbonaria (Baird & Girard) - Texas logperch (Figure 86) 
The Texas logperch is endemic to Texas, occurring raostly on the Edwards Plateau (Lee 
1983). It was found in 3 segments including the Hamihon Creek in the far northern part 
of the study area, the Barton Springs and hs closest segment of the Colorado River. 
Habitat: 
- Inhabits rocky rififles and runs of small to mediura rivers; 
- Prefers deep, clean, fast rocky rififles. 
Prediction SQL script: 
gradient = 1 and size<4 and (not Iulcno5 =1 and not luIcno5 = 7) 
and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2)) 
72) Percina macrolepida Stevenson - bigscale logperch (Figure 87) 
The bigscale logperch was found only in 4 segraents and coUected before 1969 only. This 
species occurs only in Texas and surroundmg areas. 
Habitat: 
- Typical habitat; larger sfreams with strong, non-turbulent flows; also found in 
hnpoundments. a wide variety habitats. most conunon in the slower moving 
sfretches of warm, clear streams or in the shallow waters of lakes; 
- Preferred substrate varies from sih to mbble; 
- Eggs are laid on aquatic plants. This species occurs in deep rivers, preferably with a 
sfrong current and mbble-gravel substrate; however, h is also found in rivers with 
nearly imperceptible flow and in impoundments; 
- In CaUfomia, most abundant in the muddy bottomed, tiirbid sloughs of the Deha and 
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lower Sacramento River. also found in the warm suramer pools of the intermittent 
sectíons; 
- Bottom fish (incapable of sustained swiraraing); little seasonal migration. 
Prediction SQL script: 
spring=0 and Not lulc_code=7 and not (lulcno5=2 and rocktype=2) 
and (gradient=3 or lake=l) 
Note: two segraents dhectiy below the Dam of Lake Travis are taken out 
73) Percina sciera (Swain) - dusky darter (Figure 88) 
AU of the 10 segments where the dusky darter was coUected are in the lower part of the 
drainage. TUton (1961) stated that with an exception of occurrence in an mtermittent 
tributary after rains h was found confined to the river channel and absent from the 
tributaries. The records shows this is not necessary. 
Habitat: 
- Lowland; 
- Clear, intolerant of turbidity, poUution & sUt, sand/gravel bottora; 
- Low-gradient/sfrong flow. 
Prediction SQL script; 
lowland=l and sewage=0 and (not (lulc_code=l or lulc_code=7)) and not (Iulcno5=2 & 
rocktype=2) and gradientke=I and size=3 or size=4 
Sciaenidae - dmms 
74) Aplodinotus grurmiens Rafinesque - freshwater dmra (Figure 89) 
The freshwater dmra was taken from 30 segments. With the exception of the Hamihon 
Creek, aU others are m the mam channel or hs dhect tiibutaries. Freshwater Drums prefer 
large lakes or rivers (Lee et al. 1980). The Hamihon creek must have a large pool because 
h is usuaUy found in large pools (Pflieger 1992). 
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Habrtat: 
- Occurs in bottoms of mediura to large rivers and lakes; 
- Seems to prefer large, silty lakes and rivers, but occurs in wide variety of habitats; 
- Avoids strong current but is tolerant of high turbidrty; 
- Spawn at water temp of 19-22 °C, eggs float until hatch; 
- Feeds on moUusks, benthic cmstaceans, and insects; 
- Known to produce sound. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size = 4 and (valw_3c > I or (valw_3c <= 1 and lake = 1))) or (size < 4 and dsize = 4 
and lake = 1) 
CichUdae - cichlids 
75) Cichlasoma cyanoguttatum (Bakd and Gh-ard) - Rio Grande cichlid (Figure 90) 
Infroduced from rts native range Rio Grande River, Rio Grande cichUd was found m 31 
segments, Thhty-two of which are m the main river or hs dhect tributaries. Tilton (1961) 
stated that rts distribution may be based on water temperature requhements. 
Habitat: 
- A number of populations have been established in large sprmgs and rivers of central 
Texas' Edwards Plateau includmg the San Marcos, Guadalupe, San Antonio and 
Colorado rivers; 
-Inhabits pools and mns of small to large rivers; 
-Prefers warm water and vegetation; Miniraum temp tolerances in the Colorado River 
(5 °C); very sensitive to cold water terap; 
- Do weU in heated water, and in spring-fed waters with constant favorable terap; 
- Sluggish or no current in deep weedy backwaters, over deep sUt or raud; 
- Prefers the main river as its occurrence in a tributary above the mouth was rare except 
for seasonal concentrations in the warraer waters of Barton Creek. The distribution of 
the Rio Grande cichhd may be based on water temperature requhements, and hs greater 
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upriver abundance correlated with the warmer waters of Barton Creek and the tailrace 
waters of Tom Miller Dam, 
- Great abundance in the Colorado River, inhabhs Waller Creek in the sumraer for food 
and to breed; first seen in May, along shore, very shallow water, sunny locations with a 
sandy substrate, with mostly overhanging shore vegetation in the vicinity or 
overhanging bmsh; 
- Spawn in early spring; 
- Feeds on worms, cmstaceans, insects and plant matter. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(size >= 3 or (size < 3 and dsize = 4 and (floodpcd = I or lake = 1 or mouth = 1 or 
spring = I))) and (gradient = 1 or (gradient > 1 and (lake = 1 or backwater > 0 or 
mouth = 1 or belowdam = 1))) and (not (rocktype = 2 and lulcno5 = 2)) 
76) Oreochromis aureus (Stemdachner, 1864)-BlueTUapia (Figure91) 
An infroduced species, the blue tUapia was recorded in 2 segments of Lake 
Travisbetween 1988 and 1992. 
Habitat: 
- Most common in warmwater reservohs and has been reported or is estabhshed m more 
than 30 Texas counties; 
- h is estabUshed m the Rio Grande, San Antonio, and Guadalupe dramages, and m parts 
of the Colorado River drainage; 
- The low lethal temperature dififers frora dififerent Iheratures: 6.2 °C, 9-11 °C, 8 °C. 
Prediction SQL script: 
Lake=l 
Note; The water temperatiire m Lake Marble Falls near Max Starcke Dam ranges from 
7.9-31.66 °C. This lake was predicted not to have the blue TUapia occurrence. Other 
lakes have appropriate temperatures for this species. 
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Mugilidae - raullets 
77) Mugil cephalus Linnaeus - striped muUet (Figure 92) 
The striped muUet is a migratory species from marine. Its coUection were frora only 4 
segments of the main channel and only from 1952 to 1960. h was apparently afifected by 
the Tom MiUer Dam 
Habitat: 
- Coastal species that often enters estuaries and rivers; Usually in schools over sand or 
mud bottom and dense vegetation; 
- Often ascending coastal rivers for considerable distances, stopping at Fall Line; 
- Taken from aU habitats in the river and its tributaries; prefer open water of estuarine and 
freshwater environments; 
- Reproduction takes place in the sea; 
- Feed on zooplankton, benthic organisms and detritus. Adult físh tend to feed mainly on 
algae whUe inhabiting fresh waters. 
Prediction SQL script: 
size >= 3 and abvLonghomDam = 0 
78) Mugil curema Valenciennes - white rauUet (Figure 93) 
Taken only frora one segment, the occurrence of the white muUet is rare. Like Mugil 
cephalus, it is a migratory species and afifected by dams. 
Habitat: 
- Ofifshore spawning from spring thm sununer, move into ocean waters hi fall and winter; 
- Opportunistic feeder that ingests quantities of organically rich substraíe; 
- Few records of this species far inland are available. 
Prediction SQL script: 
(not(lulcno5 = 2 and rocktype = 2)) and lulcnoS < 7 and sewage = 0 
and gravelphs < 3 and (not Iulcno5 = 3) 
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Characidae - Characins 
79) Piaractus brachypomus (Cuvier) - Pirapitinga (pirapatinga) (Figure 19) 
The pirapitinga was taken from only 1 segraent in TOWTI Lake. It is native to the upper 
and iniddle Araazon River, and the specimen might be the occasional pet release. It 
cannot breed in the study area. 
Habrtat; 
For the Red Paco to breed their natural Araazonian water condhions raust exist: 
Temperattire 22-26 °C (72-79 °F). 
The Colorado River does not have these condhions (7.9 -31 °C) and cannot meet this 
species' requhement. No prediction was made. 
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The predictions using logistic regression 
The models 
The coefificients of logistic regression raodel are shown in Table 4. The equation for 
the relationship between Species Occurrence and the predictors was: 
logit (Species occurrence) = 
I + Exp{-{BO + Blsizc + BTSdiscrl 1 + BKiradient + BAValWic + BiFlow + flôGeolog y + BlFloodplain + BiLULC + B9sollpH)) 
where BO denotes the intercept constant for the raodel; 
Bl,..., B9 represent the coefiRcients for the independent variables; 
size, Sdiscrl 1,..., soilpH are the independent variables. 
Take Lepomis giélosus as an exaraple. Variable soilpH caused nuraerical problems 
and was removed from the model. Variables Gradient, Valw3c and Geology had the 
probabiUties for removal greater than 0.15 and remained in the model. The equation for 
Species Lepomis gulosus was 
logit (Species occurrence) = 
1 
1+£:9K-(-8.507+1279 » 5ize + 0.354 » 5<íiîcrl 1 +1.601 • iTow+1.827 * ir?ooí/;;/aOT+0.459 • LÍ/LO) 
The table shows that Variable soUpH caused numerical problems for most of species 
(16/17). Variable Geology plays a role in the prediction only for two species. Variables 
Size, Sdiscrl I and LULC are important predictors to make prediction for most species. 
The prediction maps 
The species occurrence predicted using logistic regression with the 95 sampling 
segments and 9 variables were shown in Figures from 94 to 110. Compared to the 
prediction maps using habitat afifinhies, the logistic-regression prediction identified fewer 
segments for species occurrence but h also did not cover a greater portion of actual-
occurred segments. For example, for Species Lepomis gulosus, while the habitat-afifinity 
model predicted 193 occurring segments out of 424 and did not include 1 actual 
occurrmg segment, the logistic regression model predicted 70 occurring segments and 
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Conservation 
Figures 111 through 117 sliow the layers (variables) used to generate the 
conservation priority map. The nonpoint source pollution model for water quality (Figure 
111) shows that urban areas usually cause lowest water qualhy, and agriculture is ranked 
next. Balcones Canyonlands, Barton Creek and the upper parts of Onion Creek have good 
water quality. The segments in the eastem portion of the study area, corresponding to the 
Texas Blackland Prahie, are afifected by the human activities and thus more 
anthropogenic (Figure 112) More natural segments are west to this area, such as Barton 
Creek, the upper Onion Creek and the segments in the Balcones Canyonlands. Road 
denshies are low for most segments except those near the chy of Austin (Figure 113). 
Four dams are located on the Colorado River with the largest, the Mansfield Dam, 
creating Lake Travis (Figure 114). Others are small. Whh the above four layers 
corabined, the map of the environmental quahty of the valley segments (Figure 115) 
shows that best quaUty segments were the ones of Barton Creek, the upper reaches of 
Onion Creek and those in and near the Balcones Canyonlands. 
The highest number of species (50, raore than 2/3 of the total number of species 
coUected in the study area) occurred in the segments of the lowest Barton Creek, the mid 
to lowest Onion Creek, and several segments of the lower portion of the Colorado River 
(Figure 116). The mid-lower portion of Barton Creek, the channel and its dhect tributary 
segments of Lake Travis and above, ranked the next highest. For the number of species of 
special concem (endemic, threatened and lower state ranks), the lowest segments of 
Barton Creek and Onion Creek, and the three segments of the lower Colorado River in 
the study area ranked highest (Figure 117). The second higest appeared to be the 
segments adjacent to the ones ranked highest. 
The results of overlaying the environmental quality and the biological index 
demonstrates the segments having potential conservation importance (Figure 118). Three 
groups of segments stand out: 1) Four segments of Barton Creek startmg from the 
confluence of the Colorado River upstream; 2) The segments right upstream of and west 
to the City of Austm, mcluding three segments of the Colorado River, Panther HoUow 
Creek, Coldwater Creek, and adjacent segments; and 3) Two segments of the lower 
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Onion Creek and two segments of the lowest Colorado River right downstreara of the 
Chy of Austin. 
Currently, the Barton Creek has been in the conservation plan (The Nature 
Conservancy 2003). The segraents in the other two groups are the candidate shes for 
protecting the fish coramunity in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205. The two segments of 
Onion Creek are located either in agricultural areas and the two segments of the lower 
Colorado River right downstream of the metropolitan Austin area. It is not feasible to 
develop a conservation plan to restrict the human activities in these areas. These 
segments are also separate far from each other. Therefore, the thhd group of segments, 
which are upstreara and west to the City of Austin, is the only ones prioritized for 




The goal of this study is twofold. First, it applies the GAP analysis approach to 
predict biodiversity and h utilizes said approach to identify conservation shes on a 
watershed scale in Texas. As such, this study deraonstrates the feasibilhy of the GAP 
approach for the study of riverine ecosysteras in Texas. In order to identify the three 
groups of valley segraents potentially suitable for conservation; we classified the riverine 
ecosystera, mapped the known distributions, predicted the biodivershy content, modeled 
the envhonmental quality and graphed the ichthyofaunal indexes. The three groups are 
listed as foUows; 1) the lower Barton Creek, 2) the group of valley segments includmg 
three segments of the Colorado River and adjacent strearas upstreara of and west to the 
City of Austin, and 3) two segments of the Onion Creek and two segments of the 
Colorado River right downstream of the City Austin. The second group contaming the 
lower Barton Creek, is m accordance with the current conservation plan for the 
geographic area (The Nature Conservancy 2003). This indicates that the GAP analysis 
methodology is appropriate for the study of the aquatic ecosystera in Central Texas. 
Among the tiiree groups of valley segraents that show a high priority for aquatic 
conservation, the thhd group (Figure 118) is composed of two segments found in the 
Onion Creek stream and two found in the Colorado River. The former is located in an 
agricultural area and latter is downstream of and adjacent to the Austin urban area. As a 
result of these factors, it might be dififiicult to develop a conservation plan to restrict 
human activities such as growing crops, using pesticides, manufacturing goods, or using 
detergent. The distance between these segments may also prevent thera from creating a 
good conservation site, and if only one is selected that would result in an area tíiat is 
geographically insignificant and biologically not as diverse. It would be chaUenging to 
include all the segments m a conservation network because of their distance from each 
other. As a result, the third ecosystem unit was removed frora the proposed conservation 
site leaving only the first and second units as described above. Additionally, because the 
first unit is currently a preserve stream, the second unit was designated as a conservation 
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priority she in an efifort to fiU the GAP. 
Fish sampling data provided the basic information for the GAP analysis and 
therefore data coUection is an important step. Unfortunately, the nuraber of sarapling 
segraents was only 23.5% of the total. Sorae 12-digh HUs do not have any sarapling data. 
This situation often occurred in the areas far frora the roads or urban areas. Sorae species 
have only one or two coUections or were coUected frora only one or two segments. These 
data provide less information for predicting species occurrence on a local scale. As could 
be seen from this paper, the lirahed data made both models of the habhat afifmity and the 
logistic regression less accurate. Sampling efiforts should be included in fiiture studies, 
particularly on the segments and in the HUs never sampled. Building a data center for 
fish or other aquatic species m a local or regjonal scale is worth considerhig. It could 
facilitate researchers, both saving time and providing coraplete sarapling information. 
The variables used to classify the riverine ecosystem into valley segment types were 
basically adopted from MoRAP (Annis et al. 2002). The MoRAP model uses temperature 
on a state-wide scale. They classified the aquatic ecosystem into the natural types, and 
thus predicted the species occurrence under the assuraption that aquatic species wUl occur 
in suitable natural envhonments. However, in reaUty, fish samples were taken on a site 
under the mfluence of land use/Iand cover. In the logistic regression model, the land 
use/Iand cover was not removed from the raodel and was a predictor of the occurrence of 
raost species. Pattems of species richness and changes in species occurrence are related 
to land use and land cover (Rivard et al. 2000). It has been a major parameter m the land 
GAP (Thompson et al. 1996; Cassidy et al. 1997). It afifects water quality (Saunders et al. 
1996; Adamus and Bergman 1995; Lmdsey et al. 1998). It also has an efifect on riparian 
cover. It is an appropriate and necessary variable in the riverine ecosystems. On the other 
hand, the land use and land cover have been changing over time. What the land use and 
land cover was when the fish were taken might be dififerent than that when we mapped 
and predicted species occurrence. In this study, the assuraption was raade for mapping 
and predictmg that the land use and land cover changes little during the period from 
coUectmg samples to mapping ecosystems. In fiitiu-e stiidies, tiie change of land use and 
land cover should be considered. 
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More variables need to be developed in the classifícation of the streams. The eight 
basic variables correspond to fish macrohabitat on a stream segraent scale. Variables on a 
finer scale of microhabitat are necessary for predicting the species occurrence, especially 
when using habhat-afifmity model. Sorae species, e.g., Notropis amabitis and 
Campostoma anomalum, prefer rifine conditions. Though rifiUes are the raost common of 
turbulent fasi water in low gradient alluvial channels and are found in plane-bed, pool-
rififle, regime. and braided reaches (Hauer and Lamberti 1996, AUen 1995, Hawkins et al. 
1993), no information is available for the relatíonship between rififles and upland 
channels and h is hard to correlate the rififles to any one of the eight variables. This 
caused problems m making predictions. This study found the information on the pool 
from the USGS 7.5' DRG and combined the pool and the gradient to make inference for 
the rifi e/pool. The pools marked on the DRG may be dififerent than the pools m the 
riffle/pool. The stream substrate is another example. It could be related to some extent to 
the rocktype (geology), but raost of the time the fish is selective about the size of the bed 
materials. For example, one fish species prefers sand and another species is choosy about 
boulder. Again, people relate the substiate to gradient (Meixler 1999). However, high-
gradient stream segments raay have some portion where gradient is low and pools exist. 
Sand, sUt and mud could accumulate here. Obviously, aquatíc vegetatíon is an important 
variable of fish habhat. It should be included in fiiture studies. Riparian vegetation may 
also be a candidate variable for fish habhat because riparian cover may afifect soU 
erosion, sediments, sunlight, temperature and organic matter. Meixler (1999) took 
riparian vegetation cover as a variable when classifymg stieams for raacromvert^rate. 
Edwards (1976) noted some fish species prefer swimming around the water with 
vegetation overhanging. 
The precision of georeferencing varied. Some records had GPS coordinates and 
could be georeferenced precisely. Some coUections' records on localhies were rough. For 
example, a coUection from TNHC recorded the sampling locality as "narrows above 
Spicewood". This is probably the reason of the difference of the predicted and actual 
distribution maps ofNotropis shumardi. Since nartow is hard to identify from the DRG, 
this mformation could be read in at least two ways, upstream above Soccord or back to 
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tiie road frora which the coUector entered the stream bed. Either way would locate the 
sampling she on the segraent of headwater. However, the habitat afifinhies of this species 
are "closely confined to large rivers" This kind of record, therefore, caused a precision 
problem. 
Some of the assumptions used in the predictions of habitat-affmity models were 
based on the previous studies or reports. For example, the first assuraption about riparian 
and aquatic vegetatíon was based on the studies of Klein (1979) and reports of U.S. 
Envhonmental Protection Agency (2002) and Univershy of Michigan (2004). Klein 
pomted out that bank alterations during sewerline installations, channel realignment 
projects and other construction activities resuhed in reductions in the amount of shading 
afiforded urban stieams. The two-to-four widening of the channel due to increased mnofif 
and enlargement not only reduces the amount of the stieara shaded, but also results in 
shaUower water depths. U.S. Envhorunental Protection Agency and University of 
Michigan stated that urbanization has had significant irapacts on the stieam quality 
including increased frequency of flooding and peak flow volumes, increased sediment 
loadings, loss of aquatic/riparian habitat, changes in stream physical characteristics 
(channel width and depth), decreased base flow, and increased stream temperature, loss 
of fish populations, and soU erosion, and deUvery of poUutants to rivers, streams, lakes 
and ocean. The second assumption was based on the findings of Crawford and Lenat 
(1989). After exainined chemical and physical characteristics and the biota of streams in 
dififerent land-use areas, they concluded that the stream draining the forested watershed 
have the best water quaUty, that the stream draining the agricultural watershed had 
intermediate water quaUty, and that the stieam draining the urban watershed exhibhed the 
most hnpahed water quaUty. An assumption instead of a finding was used because 
streams in other land-use areas were not examined. 
Correction could be made while working on the prediction of species distribution by 
checking all the available literature and data. Regarding the temperature tolerance of 
Species Cichlasoma cyanoguttatu, Hubbs (in Lee et al., 1980) reported a lower 
temperature tolerance of 14 °C for fish m the Colorado River m Austm, Texas, whereas 
Shafland and Pestrak (1982) reported a lower lethal temperatijre of 5 °C for this species 
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under experiraental condhions. This species occurted in 30 segraents in the study area. 
The temperature records showed that the low water temperature ranged from 7 to 10 °C 
(LCRA 2000). This verified that the low temperature defined by Shafland and Pestrak 
was probably correct. 
Both of the two prediction models, the habhat-affinity model and the logistic 
regression model, have advantages and disadvantages. The former tends to be more 
subjective, but the model could be refined to make almost all of the species sarapled as 
predicted and could take advantage of the existing previous general records from 
localities other than the study area and raake fuU use of limhed records. While the latter 
usuaUy are more objective, but some certain number of segments where the fish samples 
were actually coUected were not predicted as occurrence. The logistic regression model 
cannot use the hmited records. Many other models for predicting species occurrence were 
developed (Scott et al. 2002). The statistical and matheraatic models usually requhe a 
miniraum number of the cases. Obviously this requhement could not always be met. This 
problem also exists in some software prograras. The GARP (Payne and StockweU 1994), 
for ©tample, requhes 20 sample points. When this happens, the habhat-afifinity modeling 
has to be employed though h is more subjective. The combination use of the two should 
complete the prediction work fahly well. 
The miniraura number of cases per independent variable is suggested to be 10 
(Schwab 2002). However, research is needed to determine if 10 is too stringent a 
requhement (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). In this study, the logistic regression was 
used to make prediction of species occurrence as a reference and comparison purpose. 
The cases to variables ratios were 3-6:1. 
The sarapUng raethods varied for each coUection efifort. For example, the TPWD 
usuaUy use boat electrofishing, roving creel, sehie and tiawl (Magnelia et al. 2002). The 
anglers used rod and reel. Not aU species occurring in tiie streams could be coUected. For 
example, Megnolia et a!. (2002) reported that freshwater dmm were not caught in 
abundance electiofishmg, yet they appeared to be an hnportant sport fish species for 
Colorado River bank anglers. Electrofishmg may have underestimated their abundance. 
Species absence probably was due to tiie samphng metiiods. It is possible the species is 
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present, but it was not detected during the survey, The abilhy to detect a species is a 
fimction of tíie number of vulnerable individuals and the ability to capture the species 
(Bayley and Peterson 2001) Peterson et al. (2003) used species capture-recapttire theory 
(WiUiams et al. 2002) and the program CAPTURE (Rexstad and Bumham 1991) to 
calculate the species detection probability which was used as weight during model fitting 
and for estimating probabilhies of species presences. This method raay be a good way to 
model the species distribution and raake prediction of species occurrence. However, that 
requhes a relative coraplete history of capture using the sarae capture method. This 
approach is not feasible in this study because of the large variation of the sampUng 
methods and long sampling periods. 
There may be several reasons for the dififerences (gaps) between the predicted 
occurrence and the actual distribution. Some species are migratory and were caught 
before the dams were built. Also, as mentioned above, the land use/land cover has been 
changing over time. The condhions when the species were caught no longer exist. The 
prediction model could not reflect the change and, therefore, was Uraited in predicting 
this species. Lastly, the georeferencing precision as described above raay cause the gaps. 
The nonpoint poUution water quahty raodel (Adaraus and Bergraan 1995; Sanders et 
al. 1996) was used as a factor of the environmental quaUty. This model estimates the 
input of the poUutants based on the land use and land cover. On the other hand, a certain 
portion of the segments in the study area has water quahty stations set up. The measured 
concentrations of poUutants apparently are more accurate. Research is needed to 
determine how the actual poUutant data could be integrated mto prediction models. 
More explorations are needed to integrate the mfluence of dams mto the models. 
Dams brought about significant irapacts in upstreara and dovmstreara enviromnents (Graf 
1985). The volume above the dam is much greater than a regular stream and the volume 
below the dam much smaller. The water quality model used did reflect this change. 
Research is also needed to create a model which could reflect the hydrologic alteration 
generated by dam. 
A separate score for land use/land cover was generated to evaluate the extent of 
human alteration and íhus the environmental quaUty of segments. This variable has been 
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used to create the water quality model, but the land use/land cover may have aflfects on 
tíie fish habhat other than the output of poUutants. For instance, while strearas in the 
forest area raay have logs, falling leaves on the substrates, clearer and less sunlight 
penettated, stiearas in the urban area tend to have cemented banks, more turbid and more 
exposed to sunlight. And these factors raay have efifects on físh distributíon. 
The Texas conservation data center did not list Percina carbonaria as endemic 
(TxCDC 2003), The Iherature (Lee et al. 1983; Froese and Pauly 2004) showed that 
Percina carbonaria is enderaic to Edwards Plateau and occurs only in Texas. It was 
taken into account for the species of special concern. 
Predicted fish diversity is expected to be highest in midsize strearas. AU segraents 
with the number of species greater tiian 50 are ehher of the lower portion of the principle 
tributaries (i.e., Barton Creek and Onion Creek) or of Colorado River. This finding is in 
accordance with that of Mexiler and Mark (1999). However, not all these segments have 
good water quaUty (Figure 111, 115). This may be due to the dams prevent the fish from 
entering the segments with good water quahty or caused by not enough mformation was 
input into the model. 
Some data sources were unavaUable and might prevent production of more accurate 
results. Spawning sites are cmcial for a population to sustain in aquatic ecosystems. They 
should be a factor when developing conservation priorities. Water pH, as noted by 
Groves et al. (2002), is a variable for fish macrohabitat. Because of the data availabUhy 
and the relative small homogeneous study area, water pH was not mapped as layer. The 
soU pH was used instead. 
The scale used in this study to develop the conservation priorities is macrohabitat -
valley segment. FitzHugh (2003) described predicting biodiversity on Aquatic Ecological 
Systems (AES). Missouri Resource Assessment Partnership (MoRAP, Sowa 1998) used 
both AES and valley segment for developmg conservation priorities. As AES is a broader 
scale, it may probably be more appropriate when working on a broader regional or 
statewide scale. Also, h was found that almost aU segments whh high conservation 
priorities congregate together mto groups (Figure 118). This phenomenon could also be 
found m the conservation maps developed by MoRAP (2002). 
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FIELD DEFINITIONS OF FISH DATABASE 
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SamplePntlD 
Data Type: Nuraber: Integer 
Definhion: The unique identification nuraber of a sampling point 
SamplelD 
Data Type: Integer 
Definhion: The unique value assigned to a coramunity sample of species. 
Stteam 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The name of the stream where a saraple was coUected. 
Locality 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The place where the sample was taken 
Month 
Data Type: Integer 
Definition: The month the sample was coUected. 
Day 
Data Type: Integer 
Definition; The day the sample was coUected. 
Year 
Data Type: Integer 
Definition: The year the sample was coUected. 
CoUectors 
Data Type; Text 
Definition: The coUectors of the saraple 
Sources 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: Miscellaneous inforraation about the sample or source. 
SpeciesID 
Data Type; Long Integer 
Definition; The unique code used to identify a species. This is usuaUy the 
86 
Taxonoraic Serial Number used by the Integrated Taxonomic Information Systera 
(ITIS), a taxonomic database administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and developed in partnership with several federal agencies. 
Scientific 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The scientific narae of the species. 
Common 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The common narae of the species. 
Introduced 
Data Type: Integer 
Definition: 1 - exotic (not native to the US) 
2 - native to the US but transplanted outside theh native range 
21-failed 
22 - coUected 
23 - estabUshed 
Endemism 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: Endemic to Texas 
Srank 
Data Type; Text 
Definitíon: The State Rank of the Species. 
Grank 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The Global Rank of the Species. 
FedStatus 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The federal classification of the species. 
StCode 
Data Type; Text 
87 
Definition: The state classifícatíon of the species, 
Phylum 
Data Type: Text 
Defínition: The Family to which a species belongs, 
Class 
Data Type: Text 
Defínition: The Class to which a species belongs, 
Order 
Data Type: Text 
Defínition: The Order to which a species belongs. 
Family 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The Family to which a species belongs. 
Genus 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The Genus to which a species belongs. 
ReachlD 
Data Type: Text 
Definition; The 14-digit National Hydrography Dataset (NHD), code identifying a 
stteam reach or series of reaches. 
SeglD 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The code that uniquely identifies a specific arc (sfreara reach) in an 
NHD streara file. 
HU12 
Data Type; lÆng Integer 
Definition; The code that identifies the 12-digh hydrologjc unit (catalog unit) in 
which a streara reach resides. 
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UTMX 
Data Type: Double 
Definhion: The horizontal coordinate or UTM projection Zone 14 
UTMY 
Data Type: Double 
Definhion: The longitudinal coordinate or UTM projection Zone 14 
Latitude 
Data Type: Degree Minute Second 
Definition: Latitude coordinate 
Longitude 
Data Type: Degree Minute Second 
Definhion: Longitude coordinate 
CategorylD 
Data Type: long integer 
Definition: Each category corresponds to a coUection record, usuaUy one or more 
fish of a species in one sampling effort 
Quantity 
Data Type: Text 
Definition: The number of fish for that category 
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APPENDIXB 
SPECIES OF SPECL^ CONCERN 
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Species Endemic State Code State Rank 
Micropíerus trecuti Y S3 
Percina carbonaria Y S4 
Notropis buccula Y S2 
Notropis oxyrhynchus Y S3 
Erimyzon sucetta S3 
Etheostoma lepichim S3 
Etheostoma grahami T S2 
Lythrurus fumeus S3 
Lythrurus umbratitis S2 
Notropis stramineus S3 
Scartomyzon congestus S3 
Endemic: Endemic to Texas 
S2: Imperiled m state, vary rare, vuhierable to exthpation, 6 to 20 occurrences. 
S3: Rare of uncoramon in state, 21 to 100 occurrences. 
S4; Apparently secure in state. 
Data from Texas Conservation Data Center. 
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APPENDIX C 
MAPS: STUDY AREA, VALLEY SEGMENT TYPES, 
SAMPLING POINTS, AND ACTUAL AND 
PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION OF FISH 
USING HABITAT-AFFINnY MODEL 
IN THE HYDROLOGIC UNIT 
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Figure 4. Colorado River and major tributaries (Reach Files 1 frora EPA), dams and 
the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve in the Hydrologic Unit of Central Texas 
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Figure 5. VaUey segment types by Size in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cential Texas 
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3 Headwater - Large River 
5 Creek - Small River 
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Figure 6. Valley segment types by Size Discrepancy in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Cential Texas 
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Figure 7. VaUey segment types by Gradient m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Centtal Texas 
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Vallcy Wall Interaction Points 
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I Interaction Points 0-3 
2 Interaction Points 4-11 
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Figure 8. VaUey segment types by Valley Wall Interaction Pomts in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cential Texas 
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Figure 9. Valley segment types by Flow in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Centtal Texas 
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Figure 10. Valley segment types by Geology (Rocktype) in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Central Texas 
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Figure 11. Valley segment types by Floodplain in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 12. Valley segment types by Land Use/Land Cover in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 13. Valley segment types by eight variables in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 14. Valley segment types by SoiIpH, Backwater, Pool and Lowland in the 
Hydroloic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 15. Valley segment types by Spring, Lake, Mouth and Sewage m the Hydroloic Unh 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 16. Valley segment types by Land Use/Land Cover (LULC) with Water (LULC 
code 5) replaced by the Land Use/Land Cover of the segment's bank m the 
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Figure 18. Number of speceis by I2-digit Hydrologic Unit in the 8-digh Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 19. Actual Occurrence map of species not predicted m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 20. Species occurrence map: Lepisosteus oculatus m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 22. Species occurrence map: AnguiUa rostrata m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 23. Species occurrence map: Alosa chrysochloris in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 24. Species occurrence map: Dorosoma cepedianum in the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 25. Species occurrence map: Dorosoma petenense in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 26. Species occurrence map: Campostoma anomalum in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 27. Species occurrence map: CyprineUa lutrensis m the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 28. Species occurrence map: CyprineUa venusta m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
ofCenfralTexas 
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Figure 29. Species occurrence map: Dionda episcopa in the Hydrologic Unit 





























Figure 32. Species occurrence map: Lythrurus umbratilis in the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 33. Species occurrence map: Macrhybopsis aestvaUs in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 34. Species occurrence map: Notemigonus crysoleucas 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 37. Species occurrence map: Notropis oxyrhynchus m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 39. Species occurrence map: Notropis stramineusm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 40. Species occvirrence map: Notropis texanus m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure4I. Species occurrence map: A'b/ropw vo/Mce//M5' in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 42. Species occurrence map: Opsopoeodus emitiae m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 43. Species occurrence map: Phenacobius mirabiUs in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 44. Species occurrence map: Pimephales promelas in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 45. Species occurrence map:Pimephales vigilax m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 46. Species occurrence map: Carassius auratus m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
ofCentralTexas 
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Figure 47. Species occurrence map: Cyprinus carpio in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 48. Species occurrence map: Carpiodes carpio m the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 49. Species occurrence map: Erimyzon sucetta in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 50. Species occurrence map: Ictiobus bubalus m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 









Figure 51. Species occurrence map: Scartomyzon congestus 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 52. Species occurrence map: Astyanax fasciatus in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 53. Species occurrence map: Astyanax mexicanus in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 55. Species occurrence map: Ameiurus natatis m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 



















Figure 57. Species occurrence map: Ictaluruspunctatus in the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 58. Species occurrence mãp:Pylodictis oUvaris inthe Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 60. Species occurrence map: Menidia beryUina 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 62. Species occurrence map: Fundulus zebrinus hi the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 









Figure 63. Species occurrence map:Gambusia affinis in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 64. Species occurrence map: Poecitia latipinna 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 66. Species occurrence map: Chaenobryttus gulosus (Lepomis gulosus) m the 
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Figure 67. Species occurrence map: Lepomis auritus m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 68. Species occurrence map: Lepomis cyaneUus in the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 69. Species occvurence map: Lepomis humitis in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 









Figure 70. Species occurrence map: Lepomis macrochirus in tiie Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure^l. Species occwrence map: Lepomis marginatus m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 72. Species occurrence map: Lepomis megalotis in the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 73. Species occmrence map: Lepomis microlophus m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 74. Species occurrence map: Lepomis punctatus 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 75. Species occurrence map: Micropterus dolomieu m the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 76. Species occurrence map: Micropterus punctulatus m the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 77. Species occurrence map: Micropterus salmoides 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 78. Species occurrence map: Micropterus trecuUi 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 79. Species occurrence map: Pomoxis annularis 'm the Hydrologic Unit 









Figure 80. Species occurrence map: Pomoxis nigromaculatus 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 81. Species occurrence map: Etheostoma grahami 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 82. Species occurrence map: Etheostoma chlorosoma in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 83. Species occurrence map: Etheostoma lepidum 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
173 







Figure 84. Species occurrence map: Etheostoma spectabile 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 85. Species occurrence map: Percina caprodes in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 86. Species occurrence map: Percina carbonaria 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 87. Species occurrence map: Percina macrolepida in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 88. Species occurrence map: Percina sciera m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
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Figure 89. Species occurrence map: Aplodinotus grunniens 'm the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 90. Species occurrence map: Cichlasoma cyanoguttatum in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 91. Species occurrence map: Oreochromis aureus in the Hydrologic Unit 
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Figure 93. Species occurrence map: Mugil curema in the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 
of Cenfral Texas 
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APPENDDC D 
PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION OF FISH fN THE 
HYDROLOGIC UNIT 12090205 OF CENTRAL 
TEXAS USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
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Figure 94. Predicted occurrence ofDorosoma cepedianum using Logistic Regression 
m the Hydrologic Umt 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 95. Predicted occurrence of CyprineUa venusta using Logistic Regression in the 
Hydrologic Unh 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 96. Predicted occurrence of Cyprinus carpio usmg Logistic Regression m the 
Hydrologic Unh 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 97. Predicted occvurence of Ictalurus punctatus usmg Logistic Regression m the 
Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 98. Predicted occurrence of Menidia beryUina using Logistic Regression in the 
Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 99. Predicted occurrence of Gambusia affinis using Logistic Regression in the 
Hydrologic Unh 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 100. Fredicted occuTTcnce of Chaenobryttus gulosus(Lepomis gulosus) using 
Logistic Regression m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 101. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis auritus using Logistic Regression in the 
Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 102. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis cyaneUus using Logistic Regression in the 
Hydrologic Umt 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 103. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis macrochirus using Logistic Regression in 
the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 104. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis megalotis using Logistic Regression in 
the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 105. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis microlophus usmg Logistic Regression m the 
Hydrologic Unh 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 106. Predicted occurrence of Lepomis punctatus usmg Logistic Regression m 
tiie Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 107. Predicted occurrence of Micropterus salmoides using Logistic Regression hi 
tiie Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 108. Predicted occurrence of Micropterus trecuUi usmg Logistic Regression in 
the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 109. Predicted occurrence of Aplodinotus grunniens using Logistic Regression in 
tiie Hydrologic Unh 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 110. Predicted occurrence of Cichlasoma cyanoguttatum using Logistic 
Regression m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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APPENDIX E 
CONSERVATION PRIORITIES AND THE PROCESSING 
LAYERS OF THE VALLEY SEGMENTS IN THE 
HYDROLOGIC UNIT 12090205 OF 
CENTRAL TEXAS 
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Figure 111. Water quality of the valley segments m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 112. Land use/Land cover (LULC) scores of the vaUey segments m the 
Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of Cenfral Texas. The segments with LULC 












Figure 113. Road/Raihoad Densities of the valley segments in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas. 
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Figure 115. Envhonmental quality of the valley segments m the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 116. Species number of the vaUey segments m the Hydrologic Unit 12090205 of 
Cenfral Texas 
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Figure 117. Number of species of special concem m the valley segments m the 










Figure 118. Conservation priorities of the valley segments in the Hydrologic Unit 
12090205 of Cenfral Texas 
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